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S. J. COURT
i Miss Rose E. Donovan, who has
POTATOES
In the case of Towle vs. Edmunds
[been associated with the TIMES
Tbe l()(,aj market remains firm,
j Publishing Co. for the past ten years, l)uyers offering $10.00 per barrel with skirted 111 the Supreme Judicial court
j has resigned and accepted a position only a few COming in, the roads being Tuesday afternoon, April 27, a verdict
in favor of the defendant was ren
j with the First National Bank, and has -n a jiartj condition for hauling.
dered.
This was a case brought about
I already taken up her duties.
The Produce News says:
by
the
sale
of a car of potatoes which
| At a meeting of the delegates to the
With four of the largest wholesale
j Republican Convention at Chicago, potato dealers in New York City under it was claimed went through brokers’
! Col. Frank M. Hume was selected as indictment for profiteering, the trade hands and went to the Law Court on
|honorary vice president; Edward W. is greatly upset and the unsolvable a directed verdict for the defendant.
i Wheeler of Brunswick as chairman problem to them is what constitutes Powers and Guild for plaintiff; W. S.
! and George G. Weeks of Fairfield as a a fair or legitimate profit, and where Brown and Charles P. Barnes for
; member of the committee on resolu- is the line of demarkation between defendant.
George B. Savoy vs.
Rebecca J.
j tions at a meeting held Thursday, reasonable and excessive profits or
: April 29, of delegates to the Re- profiteering. Eleven cars were unload- 1<l>h)r of jdttleton and a charge of
Uditor of Houlton Times,
convention
a t ed on the N. Y. Central pier Monday broken covenant. A verdict was re
1 was interested in reading your i publican national
article in issue of April 28 relating to Chicago. Guy P. Gannett of Augusta and sold at $11.75@13 per 165 lb. bag. turned at 4 o'clock in favor of the
of $224.66,
the ‘Trosperity of Aroostook Farm was nominated as the member of the , Many ot- tbem were delayed in transit Phiintiff for the su
Tompkins; Shaw <fc Thorn
ers.” I agree with you, that it is Republican national committee from ^ r e e to four weeks and were sprouty. Doherty
exceptionally good times for farmers, Maine.
j but only the desirable stock brought ton for plaintiff; Charles P. Barnes
Despite the feeling entertained by (
higher price. About 91 carloads for defendant.
but I do not think your comparisons
Ruby X. Gentle vs. William J.
of prices are fair. Ton are comparing many people against Sunday auto- that were embargoed between North
mobiling,
and
the
strong
order
from
Currie,
action on account.
W.
S.
the. purchase prices of what the farmer
Adams and Buffalo were thrown on
hays with the prices he might get if the Sheriff’s office that will tend to the market this week, mostly along Levvin for phiintiff, H. M. Briggs and
he had kept his years crop till now. lessen their use on Sunday, it re the New York Central tracks between George Thompson of Bangor for de
This involved
four checks
Very few have anything to sell con mained for an officer on the Sheriffs 72nd St. and Yonkers, and were fense.
sequently the high price $10.00 per staff to be the first to call for help, hauled here in motor trucks, or sold which the plaintiff claimed were
bbl. for potatoes. Most farmers sold when his car got mixed on the North directly out of the cars alongside the personal loans to Mr. Currie with
their hay for $15 to $20 per ton. Now road last Sunday afternoon, requiring j tracks; u js 9ai(, that BeVKral hu„ interest. Verdict for plaintiff for
that the seasons crop is marketed he the help of a farmer (who was observ dred carloads have been shipped out . $->45.50.
Bryant vs. Kneeland.
$216.OS for
might get $25 or $30 per ton if he had ing the day of rest as required by of Maine and are still held on track,
law), who got his team out of the mixed up with other merchandise.
plaintiff. Barnes for plaintiff: Archi
it.
Now while many farmers sold much stable and helped to pull the car out
New Florida potatoes are coming bald for defendant.
Fred N. Vose and James Hannigan
o f their crop of potatoes at prices of the mud so it could proceed. There very slowly and receipts this week
from $4.00 to $8.00 per bbl., yet it were no hard feelings, just a kindly were only four carloads, one of which vs. James A. Watson of Littleton,
must be borne in mind that for several act of a Good Samaritan; but how was in bushel boxes. On No. 1 stock action on account of milling lumber
weeks last fall the prices paid by local about the fanner working ?
the market ruled steady at $17'll I N. at the plaintiff's mill in this town.
buyers was from $2.50 to $3.00 per bbl.
while No. 2s sold generally at $15ft Doherty A- Tompkins appeared for the
. More than that, most farmers did not
16. and No. Ms $12(011.
Potatoes plaintiff and H. M. Briggs for the de
get an exceptionally good crop due
packed in boxes brought $5 for No. fense. A verdict was rendered Tuesto lack of potash in the fertilizer.
Is, $1 for No. 2s and $2.5l)ft!3 for No. day xlorn i’ i;g in f a’vor of tlx * pla intiff
Many people have forgotten that
Ms, per bu. box.
Bermuda potatoes in 11x 1 snm of $ 112. 3 0 .
there was so much rot in last years | At a meeting of the Houlton have declined to $19 on the No. Is:
Fer
Roy D. Ailie III S Vfs. Danii l X.
crop that the starch factories were I Chamber of Commerce Directors on $17ft'IS for No. 2s and $1-1 for No. Ms. guson Ci;d Tr.
1■'arnx'rs’
Nat ional
crowded beyond their capacities, and j Monday evening, the matter of a new with some weakness developing to- Ik: nk. This was an art ion o! 1 ace ount.
P.
wo wore Obliged to go early and stay ; b©tel for Houlton, which has been wards the close, and outlook for lower Archil >alds for the plaintiff : g
late In order to market our loads for discussed by them for some time, prices.
(leBarne:s; Sli ; tw A Thornton for
the magnificent sum of seveuty-five was taken up.
Tr.
for
feudal it. lbnil H. 1’owers
cents a barrel. Those of us who had
Verdi* t for 1'Li i nt iff $403.67.
Parties have been found who are
STILL THEY COME
to do it don’t forget so easily.
for
Ferguson vs. Ad. a ti 1 s , vei.■diet
anxious to lease a good hotel and if
Frank
Fox, tho veteran trainer, who
Most people do not know that on the men who are interested in Hotildefendlant.
nearly all farms the hogs and cattle ton’s welfare are willing to back up ; for years has made his headquarters
We! )1) VS. ( ' . P. R Barnes for Webb
at Combination Bark, Medl’o’rd. Mass ,
bftve been feasting on cull potatoes, I
local pride with a guaranteed
Ryder A- Sinnpso n f<>r
P. R . Ve rdict
which some of the financiers figure income from their investment, that |will early in May come to the Houlton for pi; lint iff for $.’Km.
1track, as he intends to rare his horses
out a neat $10.00 per bbl. price to the is all that is necessary.
Banlks vs. ('ran**. Shaw A Thoi •nton
■through the circuits of Northern
fanners.
for
and
I.,e\vin for Ida intiff; L*‘win
There are a number of different
Why shouldn’t the farmers be en sites and propositions in view, but all Maine and the Maritime Provinces
for
defendlant. Veil lift for plai ntiff
The members of his stable are May
titled to prosperity once in a while? or each, have the same good business
$M32.6b.
Bvery one else Is getting it as well as proposition, a good guaranteed income 1Bird, 2.07%, by Ashland Bird; Dan
Criminal
the farmers. Take on the average for from the money invested. This with Murphy, 2.17%, purchased at The Old
State vs Drake, common nuisance'
five years back, has he had any better a guarantee that it is a genuine in Glory Sale of 1919, with a number of Not guilty. W. R. Roix. state: Hersehel
times than the business man or vestment, being backed by the Houl- good races to his credit last season,
Shaw, defendant.
laborer? The farmer gets one crop a Chamber of Commerce, means that it but of obscure breeding; Klyo Todd.
State* vs. Wni. Boulier. rape. Ver
2.21%,
by
Kentucky
Todd,
3,
2.08%,
year, one profit a year. The business is a genuine proposition, and arrange
dict not guiltv.
man turns his stock over several times ments are being started which doubt out of the dam of Peter McKlyo. 2.06;
and gets a profit each time. If the less will develop into something which Carlotta the Great, four-vear-old mare
The following divorct'S were grant
by Peter the Great. 2.07%, dam. Mary
business man has *P> seasonable will mean much to Houlton.
ed:
Dillon, 2.06% : Bannard, 2.la 1.,,
by
goods left over, they will keep till the
Baron McKinney, out of the dam of Jennie P Hotham from William E.
following season.
The writer, like
Hotham
A. J. TUCKER
Bellinardine, 2.10%. The above horses
■May other fanners, has had the exThe death of A. J. Tucker, who for answer the roll call in the pacing Ke’ netn Edw ard: from KMie Hagerty
pefieaoe o f hauling ont potatoes after
Edw a i'ds
pajring storage on them, and dumping more than 30 years has been a resi brigade. Alfred King, 2.13%. by King
Bouchard
(roui
Josxhine
leuat
dent
of
Houlton,
occurred
last
Friday
Bellini, 2.10% ; Revelry,
2. 15%.
by
them on the grass ground, because
p
o
j
chard
at
the
Madigan
hospital.
His
age
Morgan
Axworthy.
2.17,
and
Jimmie
they could not be kept over to market
Brown
from Gertrude
was 84 years.
Forbes, 2.20%. by J. Malcolm Forties, Herbert AI.
the following season.
Brow n
Mr. Tucker was ravorably known 2.08, are the three trotters that
When you speak of prosperous
Susie G.
{ouiicr from
Stephen
S.
farmers, whom do you generally in Houlton, coming here 30 years ago complete the* list of the Fox stable.
Boulier
from
down
state,
where
he
has
since
All
but
Revelry
will
make
tile
trip
think ot? I know most of the pros
to Maine, the son of Morgan Axworthy Nelson London from Annie' El i zabeth
perous farmers within ten or fifteen resided.
London
He is survived by one daughter, being staked in the Bav State Circuit.
miles of Houlton, and I think I can
Lester Tidd from Julia Tidd
safely say that a majority of them Mrs. Earl of Connecticut who arrived
had a start by getting a share of their here for the funeral which took
Rev. and Mrs. F. Dwight Mmvivy Nettie M. Tidd from Robert J 'Field
Katherine M. Henderson front Rnv K
place
Sunday;
also
several
brothers
father’s property of help from their
! are attending the Cnitarian conference
Henderson
who
live
in
Cherryfield,
Me.
parents.
at Sandford, Maiye. during this week.

Tbt die Aroostook
F r a n Are Prosperous

WILL HOULTON
HAVE NEW HOTEL?

ft
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April 13, 1860
To
December 27, 1916
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THE POSITION
Of ONE FARMER
ON PROSPERITY
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No. 18
Lee J. Bell left Thursday for Boston,
"'here he will enter the Eastern Radio
school for a course of instruction.
He was accompanied by his father.
Thos. L. Bell, who will visit in Boston
a few days before returning.
“ If more people knew about your
Lending Library, they would patronize
it more,’’ said one of the patrons to
the Lending Library of the TIMES
Publishing Co. last week, as it con
tains all the latest novels and is up
to date.

THE SALVATION
ARMY DRIVE
JO R FUNDS
Of the Allotment for Houlton
Practically all Will be
Spent in Town

Robert Wilkins, a student at Colby,
was in town Monday and will return
\
here Saturday, being a member of
Welch’s orchestra that appeared at
The annual drive for funds for
the Heywood Theatre on Monday j Salvation Army, mention of which
evening and will appear again on been made in these columns,
Saturday night.
commence on Monday, May 10

the
has
will
and

run through the entire week.
Never before in the history of the
various drives in this town, have the
I citizens had such a good opportunity
, to give their money to such a worthy
cause as the Salvation Army.
The allotment for South Aroostook,
Mr. George C. Harrington of Provi- which takes in this section from Mars
dence, R. I., the basso connected with
Sherman, is $8,000 and as Houlthe Springtime Follies Co., who filled j ^on ^as
lar£est corps in the county,
an engagement at the Heywood last i *n
^ e r e *8 only one other town
week, sang a very pleasing solo at the , where there is a corps and that is
Methodist church, Sunday. He was : Mars Hill which was recently organizaccompanied by A. Victor Lee of St. ! ed, the greater part of this amount
John. N. B. also of the same company, must come from this vicinity.
Of this $8,000. every cent with the
an organist of some reputation.
exception of $1,500. will remain in this
district, and this $1,500 will be used
for the Pension fund of the army in
general. $1000 will be laid aside to
make a payment on the building on
Court street, as that is part of the
(Special to the Time's)
conditions of the mortgage, and the
Washington, I).
May 4 Accord
balance of the money will be spent
ing to tlx* records of the 1920 census
on repairs on the Community build
enumerators. Houlton shows a populaing on Court street, which was former
of 6191, an increase' of 346 over the
ly occupied by the Bowlourome.
Pile census, or a gain of 5 5-9 peer cent.
It will be interesting to know what
Capt. Farmer, the officer in charge of
JUNIOR RECITAL
the Houlton corps, has been doing
The Junior Recital of the Houlton during the past year, as outlined in
Music club will bo given at the High |an address given at the Congrega
School Auditorium on Thursday even tional church on Sunday morning.
ing, May 6th, at eight o’clock. The
The Captain has helped 625 persons,
program looks unusually good and is in different wa^rs, visiting them,
as follows:
furnishing food, clothing or fuel, spend
1. “ Her Rose"
H. ('. Coombs ing 1075 hours with these people. He
"Dry Your PZyes"
has visited them 3225 times. He has
Misses P]thel Thompson. Alice conducted 228 outdoor meetings and
Berry. Beatrice
Hackett,
Kathleen 299 inside meetings, the attendance
Hagerman.
of the inside meetings for the year
2 "Twilight on the River"
was 11,598, a record, with the equip
Ludwig Renk ment of quarters and every thing else,
Margaret Betts
is one to be proud of.
*
(Mrs. Fk B. Jones)
With the money which is needed
2. Rondo “Alla Turea”
Burgmiiller or the work of this worthy organiza
Jean Orcutt
tion, many repairs will be made on the
(Mrs. Pearson )
Court street building in order to put
4. Violin Trio
“ Elcossaise”
it in condition for making the Salva
Beethovan tion Army the power that it should
Hollis Punphy, Frederick Patter- be in Houlton.
The four Bowling
1. Horae*' Ingraham.
Alleys will be put into condition by
(Miss PNa McGinleyi
workmen from the builders, which will
4. 1;i 1 "The Rose's ( ’up"
make them second to none in the
Mr. and Mrs. Olin B. Buzzell, Miss
Edna Gentle and Geo. S. Gentle, re
turned last week from California,
where they have been during the
winter, having had a most enjoyable
trip. On their return they stopped at
many places enroute.

HOULTON POPULATION
SHOWS GAIN OVER 1910

Ward Stephens county, and when these are completed
Thelma McBride
they will be opened up to the public
(.Miss Burpee)
and this will give the boys and young
"The Fountain”
Koelhing
men of the county a place where thev
Mildred Brown
; can go for bowling, which will be
(Prof. J. Hollis Lindsay)
;i conducted in such a way that the
"'Tis Springtime on the Eastern
parents of our Houlton boys will not
Hills"
Benjamin Whelplev have to worry about how the alleys
F’ lla Barrett
, are run. Besides the alleys there will
(Miss Burpee)
tye shower baths, reading and writing
Bert
ha
Benjamin A. Flemming from
"The Rose" (violin sol*))
Tracy rooms, a tadies waiting room, some
A. Flemming
Lewis Bither
thing very much needed here in Houl
William Terrill from Ida Terrill
(Miss McGinley)
ton, which will provide a place for
Ethel Jewell from Fdward C\ Jewell
"Narcissus
Nevin women who come to Houlton for shop
Grace S Taylor from Cleveland II
"A Summer Holiday" Arthur Nolk ping to meet, or for other things.
Taylor
Alice Lincoln
There will be fifteen rooms fitted up
Birchie M. Tibbetts from P 'lo r e n e e 1)
(Miss ’McKay)
to be let to lodgers at the nominal
Tibbet s
"Poet a ti<1 Peasant" (duet)
; price of 35c per night, and as in other
1‘ e r l e v
11
Vella ( ’. Howard trnm
Suppe cities this will prove to be a very
Howard
Geo. Fbbett, F'lizuhcth Ebbett
attractive feature for young men who
Belinda Dean from Edward Dealt
(Sisters of Mercy)
could not or did not care to go to %
Ross Jeffery from Annie Jeffery
in. "I Love Sublime Sweet Evening boading house for the same price,
Florence M. McMillian from Howard
Star"
Lisgt where they would not get such good
James McMiilian
Miss Lela Kelso
accommodations. There will be an
Eldon E. Coulsey from Rebecca
Fk
(Mrs. Buck)
j
Emergency room for such cases as
Coulsey
11 Cabalatta
Theodore Lack [ require its attention, and a gymnasium
Thomas FI Clark from Viola Bolstridge
Miss Anderson
for the boys and young men, in fact,
( ’la rk
(Prof. J. IT. Lindsay)
i if the citizens of Houlton wish to
P’.lva Giggey
Little
from
William
12. Double Trio
i make the Salvation Army an agency
Little
!
for good, for the upbuilding of the
PMdna T. Day from Carl (). Day
I moral welfare of Houlton, to have a
Alice J. Page from Albert Pag**
I place where boys and young men can
Mattie B. Jordan from
Pklgar
W.
Jgo and be off of t£e street and Iiave a
Jordan
The young and progressive auto- respectable atmosphere to be in, and
Josephine G. Chase from Samuel W.
Chase
mobile dealers, Hand and Harrington j no one
deny that Houlton needs

The farmers hours are longer than
the average business man, and not heavily with clover as they do in in many cases that sanx* rixm could
only be and his children work a long Aroostook, and even then the propor not make a good living at any other
day, but thb farmer’s wife who usually tion would be in favor of the Aroos occupation, because, unfortunately lx*
has to do her work, without help, took county farmer.
has not been
endowed with
this
In the communication above this faculty of getting ahead at any occupa
takes into her home and board all
kinds of strangers, some good to be I man evidently does not deny that the tion. The life of a farmer, or in fact
sure, others filthy hoboes and some farmer is prosperous, but he goes on any man who succeeds, is one of hard
to tell about what the farmer has had work and attention to his business,
times thieves and house robbers.
Look back over'th e past ten years and done in past years, those state while some men have greater fore
and you can find In every town men ments are facts, but they were not sight ami seem to he lucky, there is
who have been forced out of farming, referred to in the article published always some reason behind it. except
not from laziness or poor management last week, those were conditions as perhaps where he has been left
hut because of crop failure, due to they are found today.
property and then it takes a good
Exceptions were also taken by an business man to keep what he has had
weather conditions or rot or to low*
prices due to over production. One of other man that the farmer was not so left to him and increase this
the largest growers in this section getting as much increase as some amount These facts can be proven
told me he made a heavy loss on the others who have been accused of in many instances.
1917 crop. In 1918 he planted still profiteering, but that is getting away
While the farmers lift* is a hard on*',
heavier and still made a debt. The from the position in the original
yet there is no class of people in the
1919 crop was a good one, he sold it article, which refers to the fact and
world who are as independent as the
HAND & HARRINGTON
al a fair price and paid up the bills they all admit it, that the Aroostook j
successful farmer and were there not
ASSUME MANAGEMENT
he had made for the two years county farmer is better off this year i
many of such a class in Aroostook,
OF CATES GARAGE
previous. But now the government! than he has ever been in the history
the county would not he where it is
^topo in end demands an income tax of the county.
today. Look over the residents of anv
t account o f the man making enough
The fact that the farmer is not get
thriving
town in the county today and i Jonnie Pearl Cameron from Irving on May 1st, assumed the management such a place, then contribute gen
lias year to pay up his debts. Years ting as much as some others are in
Cameron
when prloes are .good, many farmers this era of prosperity, has no bearing you will see many people who have
of the Cates Garage on Mechanic erously to the solicitors when they
spent years on the farm and at ad Helen Palmer from Joseph Palmer
are willing to tell a good story about on the article referred to.
street, where they will continue to do call on you.
vancing age have come to town,
Money expended for the welfare of
tlmmsalves, and tome are even known
business.
The farmer in Aroostook is in the
bought
a
little
or
big
home
and
are
the
young men and boys of our com
to stretch the truth a little, but they same position as many men in busi
This gives these young men ample
APPROVED AUTO UENSES
munity
is one of the best investments
are good sports and the years they ness with inside jobs, as well as the living, yes living well, on what they
The list of lens approved by the room for the general repair and
1 m * they keep still about it (unless salaried clerk, bookkeeper or manager have saved. This certainly is pros Public Utilities Commission for use ! storage business so long established ever made by any cbmmunity, for the
perity.
they owo yon), and they go right on of many lines of business, practically
on automobiles and other motor ve- j by Cates and Son, besides the magnifl- boys of today are the men of tomorrow
To
answer
the
question
above
pi—ting $nst the same, sometimes for all of whom could step out temporarily
hicles in Maine has been revised, sev-1 cent show rooms for the display of and money spent on this worthy cause
will return more on the principal
•Why
shouldn’t
the
farmer
be
entitled
j
eral
additions having been made new models.
poors, sad If their courage Is good and command more wages than they
tatu fh they usually come out alright are getting, but these prefer to stick to prosperity once in a while?
we j since the first list was published sevHarold L. Cates will continue to do than in any other way.
Remember out of the $8,000. asked
to a steady job at the salary they are would say there is not a class of peo- eral weeks ag0 The li8t now indudeB service work on batteries as hertofore,
la the — d.
Are yoo e prophet? Tell us whether getting than to take temporarily more pie that we had rather see prosperous the following:
while Mr. Cates Sr. will retire for a for, only $1,500. will go out of town
and the rest will all be spent for the
controlite; McBeth;
Hollophane: time and take a well eaned rest.
we may not need the surplus of a good wages that are uncertain as to time. than the farmer, and if it were not
year or two to tide us over what When the wages of certain classes of that they are prosperous the original McKee; Clamert, Type A; Clamert
Messrs. Hand and Harrington are benefit of Southern Aroostook.
If you want to know what the Salva
dtfknlties we may run into sometime labor are compared to the wages of article would never have been written. Type B ; Violet Ray; Osgood; Na-1 both popular young men and are
professional men and many others, We are proud to live in a town where tional; Noglare; Patterson Lenz; Le- thoroughly familiar with repair work, tion Army has done in the past,
within the next two or three years?
A Farmer. there is no <ilance for an argument the farmer is prosperous, and it
isgaute; Djuon; Conophore, yellow an d |and we can assure their patrons of ask some of the boys who were in the
service during the late war and they
as in many, in fact most cases, the Just that reason why we are glad to |clear; Liberty; Sunway Lens; Safe- courteous treatment.
will tell you that there was no agency
I
’ ---------------------We are publishing herewith an laboring man at day’s work commands let people know about it. We do not j IIte; sunlight; Raydex.
among all of them that did so much
article from a prominent young farmer the largest wages. The man in busi say anything about the prosperity of j It ha8 been erroneously under DREAM THEATRE
and who were so little criticised as
la this vicinity, regarding the article ness does not count his hours, he puts ot ers in Aroostook for it would take j stood by many that all lenses not on
STARTS VOTING CONTEST the Salvation Army. Isn’t that enough
published last week concerning the in the time necessary to do his work too much space, but when the Aroos-1 this i,8t of approved lenses are barred
Mgr. Adam8 of the Dream is offer- of a recommendation for you Mr. Tax
prosperity of the Aroostook; farmer. in office, store or factory, and so it is took farmer, who is the backbone of from uge in Maine. That is true onlv
In this reply this gentlemen evidently and must be on the farm. If a fanner our beautiful county’s prosperity, I to the extent that they have not been [ ing to ttye children a voting contest payer and Mr. Man who has enough
of this world’s goods to help the un
gets away from the idea that was only puts in the same hours as his then success follows in the wake of presented for^
with a $50.00 bicycle as a prize— fortunate with?
hired man he could not get his work this prosperity, for he is the man who j mally approved by the commission.
intended in the article.
On Friday of last week another done. The woman of the house on a as made the county and upon whom j a ]eng fr0sted or sandblasted one contest closes July 1st. Each admis
tan—r from one of the neighboring farm cannot work Just so many hours t e rest of us depend.
. inch below the center of the electric sion carries with it one vote, and on
towns called at this office and talked and no more, if she did her work
While a prosperous year is with us j light bulb is also permissible, under Saturdays 10 votes will be given with OPENS UP IN NEW QUARTERS
o r a the statements matte, and during would not be done. It is admitted that today, there are just as sure to come j ruling of the commission,
The Houlton Meat Supply opened
each ticket.
thd conversation, it was found out by the farmer’s life is a hard one, but we years when times are hard and it is j No bull) shall be used over 24 canup
in their new location Monday and
The wheel comes from the reliable
the writer of the article that the state do not exactly agree with the writer the foresightedness of the prosperous die power or equivalent wattage.
were ready for business, although not
concern of John Watson & Co., and
ment made regarding the amount of of the above when hp says that many farmer or any one else, to provide out
settled.
But two lenses have so far been re
hip that It took to buy a pound of farmers have had to go out of busi of the fat years, means to carry him jected by the Public Utilities Corn- the winner cun exchange the wheel
The store is conveniently arranged,
f f —i seed, was mkde by a man in a ness because they could not make it over the lean, as we have been taught mission for use in Maine, the Warner j f o r a n -v sizo or style, either for boy light, airy and pleasant, and will be
co n try where they do not sow as pay (not because it was farming) for from time immemorial.
and Morelight.
j or girl.
a handy place to trade.

* v.
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PACMI TWO

Booth, daughter of Gen. Booth, its
T h - U v h i N. VAIL
appreciated the energy and versatility among those gifts were business
founder, contributes to the National
When
Arnold Bennett a few years |of Mr. Vail, and made
Oatebllahed April 13. 1830
him general ability and— imagination.
States h* '
Geographic Magazine for April, it ago visitea the United
A L L T H E HOME NEWS
„
,
.
,
manager
of
the
company
then form
appears that the army is now work found in the telephone “the proud- j
Published every Wddnesday morning
ing in sixty-three countries and colo est achievement and the most poet ; inK to exploit “ the newe8t American
by the Times Publishing Co.
nies, preaching the gospel in forty ieal achievement of the American ■to>’ ” He accepted a salary of $3500 a
languages; its periodicals, printed people" further declaring that “ what y<‘ar’ aml for ten years received not
CHA8. H. POQQ, Pres. A Mgr.
is the root of mach weakness and
in thirty-nine different languages, startles and frightens the backward a dollar of it. But he was the type
Subscription in U- S. $1.5C per year
hinders progress and growth.
reach a circulation of 1,184,000 a European in this country is the ef of man who would think less of divi
la advance; in Canada 32.00 in advance
week; and more than 2.'!,000 officers ficiency and fearful universality" of dends, tools and stocks, and more
Slhgle copies five cents
and cadets are engaged in the wav what now is merely a commonplace of the possibilities of the telephone.
against poverty, sin, sickness and de in our national existence.
His id “as saved us from the con
Advertising rates based upon guaran
That this country has about three- fusion v hich (exists in some Euro
spair. The army has thirty-nine train
teed paid in advance circulation
ing schools in which men and women fourths of the telephones in the pean countries where every man buys
I the w orld•famous to n ic -fo o d ,«
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
receive practical training both for the world, that we have a national tel his own ’phone and selects it from
is th e natural enemy o f mal
tor circulation at second-class
ephone system instead of a parochial some
missionary and home fields.
4 0 varieties.
His courage
nutrition and weakness.
postal rates.
The Emperor of Japan has recent one, that telephone equipment is challenged the Western
Union;
he
Scott’ three or four times
’phone boldly sued that great concern with
ly granted an annual fund for the standardized, every man’s
daily
, builds strength—helps
All Subscription* are DI8CONTINwork of the Salvation Army in that exactly like every other man’s, and all its wealth and prestige, and the
mdrive malnutrition away,
UIO at expiration
^ to ^ tJ tJ im v n ^ B l(x > mfield, N. J.
empire; in India, the British govern both the best that mechanical genius treaty that ended the war accepted
ment has turned over to the army and skill can produce— all these things the Bell patents as valid. In 1881 he
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
the management of the great crimi- j are largely due to the vision, the dar- organized the American Bell Tele are you getting all the butter from
JU 8T L IK E A F R IE N D
nal tribes in the hill country;
in ! ing imagination, of the man who died phone Company, “a corporation that your milk?
The difference between a weekly
China, a new corps has recently been ; recently, Theodore N
Vail
The really represented the federalization
opened at Peking, and there are three men who made the telephone early of all the telephone activities qf the —skims clean at varying speed.
newspaper and the average daily
newspaper is like that between a
corps at Tientsin; and in Korea, where 1(Tiled from action. Bell went back various subsidiary companies.
The —has only one piece In the bowl to
friend and an acquaintance.
The INVESTING IS A
the army began its work twelve years to
teaching
deaf-mutes.
Gardiner United States was divided into sev wash.
weekly is a friend whom you take in
SOURCE
OF POWER ago, there are now 69 corps and out Hubbard withdrew from business. eral sections, in each of which a sep —has least parts to get out o f order.
to your home, make one of the family,
The possession of means, actively posts, 175 local officers, a training Watson became a shipbuilder. But arate company was organized to de —has knee low supply tank
He velop the telephone possibilities
o f , needs oiling only once a month.
cultivate, enjoy, trust. The daily is employed, gives beneficent power.
garrison, and a school for girls. The Mr. Vail made it his life work.
an acquaintance, usually of the most
army
workers,
men
and
lassies,
do
not
that
particular
area.’’
Then
in
1899
oiganized
our
great
universal
system,
A man who saves nothing, who
Machine on sale at
casual character, whom you respect accumulates nothing, but consumes all shirk from entering the leper colony kept, his company clear from financial the American Telephone & Telegraph
perhaps, but use for the hour and then he earns, represents a one-power man. i in Java, although they know they can scandals, and undertook to justify the Company took over the business and
or by
properties and proceeded to build toll
cast aside.
His contribution to the work of the |never come out; and not even the Red monopoly at which he aimed by
Phone 437-31
The weekly in your home is read by world is limited to the product of his JTerror and bolshevism can keep them , efficiency and cheapness of the ser lines connecting up the smaller sys
613
tems.
every member of the family; its re one pair of hands. He is as powerful I out from Russia, where they have now vice he rendered.
port o f the local news is carefully as a one-cylindered motor car in a ' seventeen corps, thirty officers, sev
As a physical thing many invent
The results have gone far toward
eral hundred soldiers and recruits, ive minds produced
read; Its editorial opinions are con hilly country.
the telephone. the fulfilment of Mr.
Vail’s early
sidered and either indorsed or conLet this same man, by abstinence , two homes for refugee women and But n nmn was needed to push its vision. Telephones multiplied at the
T IM E
TABLE
troveted; its historical and descrip and self-denial, save a portion of his •children, and a shelter for aged wo- claims as a practical thing. Mr. Vail rate of 13.000 a year up to 1900; since
C orre cte d to A p r il 26, 1920
T r a in s D a ily E x c e p t S u n d a y
tive articles are studied; its record of income and invest it in bonds or in ' men. The army began its work in proved tliai man. Born in Ohio in 1900 at tin* rate of 700,000 a year.
F ro m H O U L T O N
births, marriages find deaths is con , the capital stocks of substantial cor- i South Africa as long ago as 18S3, 1845. he studied medicine a while Besides putting the telephone within
8. 16 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield. Caribou,
sulted; its stories and poems are en- |
j porations, and he increases his power ' and it now has several industrial then suddenly shifted into the tele the roach of every business house and
Limestone and Van Buren.
homes for women there, and is work graph service. He eventually be<came of the average American family, Mr.
joyed; and its advertising columns are j in proportion to his investment.
9.23 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
examined in the Injure of an evening | A man saves, let it be assumed, a ing in Zambesi, Rhodesia, and the general manager of the railway mail Vail did other things, big things, but
11.30 a. m.— For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
service, which lie madt
when you have time to weigh the mer- J
j sum sufficiently large, when invested, i desolate island of St. Helena.
over
com- that was his outstanding achievement.
Kent, Washburn, Presque,
chants’ statements and consider ways j|to yield him an annual income equal
Miss Booth gives this vivid de p1et“ 1\, introducing reforms that still His gifts made him one of the build
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
and means for feeding and clothing j to his own wage. He has become a . scription of the last international survive. In 1878 in Washington, Bell’s ers of that world of mechanical
and Mapleton.
the members of your family, and for |two-power man, doubling his return congress of the army in Albert Hall, first backer, Mr. Hubbard, saw and marvels in which today we live; first 1.05 p. in.— For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou and
Limestone.
providing your farm or home with ! to himself. He has set another man at London:

H0ULT0N

TIMES

l good judges of human nature.
But
i outside the gates of their own
I province they take representations at
|their face value— because they them
selves are honest.
This is a time when everybody has
a bit of ready money or a bond laid
by. The mail is flooded with stock ad
vertising. the front door bell rings
often to admit the salesman whose
oil is confined to his voice, whose
motor value is limited to the hired car
he rides in, whose airplane futures
are paths in the pathless sky.
Some of the stock is good. In every
town there is at least one banker or
broker who has been established for
years, who has nothing to gain and
eveything to lose by advising his
townsmen falsely. It is his business
to know the market. If the advice of
such people be sought before invest
ing in stocks of unknown value, there
will be little loss from wild cat mines
and blue sky motor companies.

(m a l n u t r it io n !

I

Scott's Emulsion,

FARMERS

THE SHARPLES SEPARATORS

HAMILTON GRANT CO.’S STORE
LEONARD P. BERRY.

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

needed equipment. Then when each
•one o f the household has taken his
a h a e W the information or enjoyment
afforded by the paper, it is very likely
lent to a neighbor across the street
or is forwarded by mail to a son or
daughter, or brother or sister, with
the assurance that its arrival will be
welcomed with all the interest and
joy o f a letter from home.
Consider by contrast the reception
and treatment accorded a daily news
paper.
It is scanned briefly and
hastily, whether in office or home. if
a heading attracts the eye, the article
below is skimmed and its gist gath
ered, or possibly it Is more carefully
read. But the task of keeping up
with the day’s doing is soon over.—
T he Times, Canadaigua. N. Y

work in some factory or on a railroad
or, it may even be in a foYeign country.
The profit on the added man's work
! accrues to the investor. He lias an
j invisible partner always working for
1him. This silent, unseen worker asks
no reduction in working hours, nor any
holidays. He does not lay off because
of illness nor does he shirk. He works
24 hours every day and never grows
weary.
The family name of this invisible
but faithful partner is "Interest."
The given names of members of the
family are "Four Per Cent.” "Five Per
Cent," “ Six Per Cent." “ Seven Per
Cent,” etc.
This vast family is cousin to the
family of “ Dividend." tin* members of
which bear the same given names.
The mail who saves and invests
AMBITION
can always get some member of the
Ambition is a fine quality. It has "Interest” or the “ Dividend" family
raised men and women to high estate. to work for him. They are constantly
It is a spur that speeds the world into to be found in the market place await
greater progress. Because of ambi- 1 ing employment. They have the high
tion, Sjpme of the world’s sweetest est credentials and can give references
^ongs and greatest books have been from a chain of satisfied employers,
written. Because of ambition, some i reaching hack through hundreds of
o f our greatest inventions have been unbroken years.
made and our richest banks and trust
When the investor has employed
%companies have been formed. But not his savings so that his invisible part
all o f them, by any means. Some were ners provide him with a return equal
created to fill a great need, but others ; to twice his own wage, he becomes a
came because it was natural for the three-power man. The addition to his
man and the things to work together, own earnings of the interest and
just because in the head or the heart dividends received from the invest
or the hand, or all of these in one, ment of his savings has tripled his
there was a great gift or a great learn power in the world.

ing. a long practice that made it
possible for him to do some things, THE SALVATION ARMY A
some one thing perhaps that the others
WORLD FORCE FOR GOOD
could not.
! The work which the Salvation
But It Is no time for sorrow, for j
Army has been doing for years in
envy, for jealousy. There are sweet American cities, and its splendid
and .wonderful compensations in life j work on all fronts during the worldwhich we do not see. There is always ■war are generally understood and
enchantment in the great distances, j appreciated; but there are few who
lliuif 1UUU» I
There la a glamour about individual
distinctive ! rea^ize to what an extent it has be
accomplishments that are
come a world force for good. From
and unusual. But the way of the the account of its activities which
world is each one in his (lace, and its present commander, Evangeline
there Is a place for everyone in the
world, a good place, an Important
pl^ce, be L ever so little, be it ever
so obscure. It is the small cog that
breaks that wrecks the machinery.
1 have often thought as I have seen
the flowers that try to bloom along the
highway, how like some people they
ape. They grow up among the stones
and weeds and somehow they seem to
toe seeking recognition. But they are
covered with the grime and the dust
and their natural beauty is dimmed
and spoiled, while, over the fence, in
the field, in its natural habitat, others
o f their kind bud and blossom and give
fragrance and beauty to the scene.
Life is,all right; the way of the world
is all right; what faults there are in
the world are mostly with us. Each
one in his place, doing his best, with
out envy or jpalousy. Don't you think
*o?

<*

r:

B E C A U SE T H E Y A R E H O N EST
The manager of one of New York’s
largest hotels, says an article in a
current magazine, “ during the last
year cashed $3,150,000 worth of checks
for guests and patrons. As an indica-J
tion of the care employed it need^
only be mentioned that the total loss
from bad checks amounted to less
than $125.”
This is more than an indication of
care by hotel people. It is a commen
tary, writ large for all to read upon
the honesty of people in general. Dis
honest people succeed in passing $125
worth of bad paper. Doubtless others
tried to do so and failed. But $3,150,880 worth was good paper, given in
good faith.
This Is why the blue sky crooks
flourish. Most people are not only
honest. buts being human, they judge
other people by themselves. They be
lieve the glowing folder, the smooth
tongued salesman. Most people, also,
retain In some corner of their minds
a childlike belief In fairies. In the
aphere o f their own daily business
th ey may he shrewd, keen buyers,

There, under one great roof, 14.olio
people were gathered from the ends
of the earth, dressed as

they

were

when the Salvation Army found them.
The Zulu was there, with his shinin'.’
brown shoulders and his loins girded
with the skin of some wild beast of
the snake-infested jungles; there was
the yellow-skinned
Chinaman,
with
the colors of his university, royal blti“
and dark yellow:
there
were
the
glossy-haired East Indians, with their
scarlet, cotton coats and yellow tut
bans: ami Maori girls dressed in rain
bow colors. The East Indians ‘ express
ed all 'he Anglo-Saxon language the'
knew in the three words. “T i c Salva
tion Army, hallelujah ! "
Then* were pieturesqti" mountain
climbers from the Alps,
with
their
staffs ami

horns, ami

tcir

1.10 j). m — For Greenville, Bangor, Port
land and Boston.
6.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Buffet .Sleeping Car Van Bur
en to Boston.
7.12 p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren

Exercise

Due

HOULTON

8.36 a. m .- From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
to Van Buren.
ft.is a. m From Van Buren, Caribou
and Fort Fairfield,
p. m. — From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor and Greenville.
!.:;(> i). in. From Limestone, Caribou and
Fort Fairfield.
2..71 p. m. — From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
Van Buren. W a s h b u r n .
Presque Isle, via Squa I’an.
6.21 p. m .-- From Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
T.i.i!* p. m. — From Boston, Portland and
Bangor.
Time tables giving complete information
may be abtained at ticket offices.

Anyone whose occupation or duties prevents some daily outdoor exercise.
e
*— ui_j with
—-.i-i. biliousness
L i----------- and
— i other
ither digestive evils.
is likely to v
be- troubled
I f possible you should walk to business every
morning, but be 8
ry m
sure not
to eat
a heavy
Tt
is advisv a i, *»
u c a * y breakfast
u i c a i u a s i i jiust
u s t before
u e i o r e von
y o u start.
s ta rt.
I
vm«»v long
iviig walks
rraino before
k/viuic eating,
c a u lig ,___
able to take
but___
at—-----_
least —
a quarter
Ti/\fiw nViaiiI/I
^ - - - ■£ —
- •“ “ ■
“
hour
should elapse
if possible after
a *heavy
meal,
before
indulging in any active exercise.
A t the first sign o f any disorder, take one or two tea
spoonfuls o f “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. This will keep your
digestive organs in good order and relieve the disturbing
symptoms. If you suffer from sick headaches, regular doses
of this tried and tested old remedy will bring blessed relief
by removing the cause. The relief will not be temporary, at
the expense of some other organ, but will be a permanent
improvement for the entire system. Get a 50c bottle today
from any medicine dealer. “ L.F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

GKo. M. UoPGHToX,

yodTs.

General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.

minglim: their soups with t i c
G it
limns, French. Italians. Scandinavians.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

South Americans, Britishers and Smi
Americans. Delegates we;'"
in that
hall who came from (Vlebcs, Sumatra,

MISS MARY BURPEE

( ’testa Rica, Argentina. Cuba.
.Malta
Uruguay. Panama,
Chile.
Peru.
St
Lucia, Finland and Atiigua.

SOPRANO
Teacher of Singing
Studio Room 27, Mansur Blk., Houlton
Telephone 292-J

DR. JOHN 0 . WILLEY
Osteopathic Physician

POLISHES

Phone 244

BEST FOR HOME SH INES-SAVE THE LEATHER
THE BIG VALUE PACKAGES

HOULTON

JOHN M. BROWN
Land

and

Lumber

Eagle Lake, Maine

b u f f alo , n .

Ju l y 5

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O F F IC E A T R E S ID E N C E
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.

Make Your Plana To Be There.
Write (or literature about
thu—Maine’a greatest event. (220)
S T A T E of M A IN E C E N T E N N IA L
Publicity Dept.—City Hall—Portland, Me.

Hansford W. Shaw

F r e s h , r ic h , fu ll-fla v o r e d t e a
— t h e s a m e e v e r y t im e

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Maine
Probate matters have Special
Attention

REDR0SE

L

Seth S. ThomtOD

DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT

T E A ’ S good tea

D E N T IS T
F o gg Block

Sold only in sealed packages

DR. W. B. ROBEN
OSTEOPATHIC

PHYSICIAN

Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block
Tel. 156
Houlton, Maine

s

H H sol 'ction of a monument
from a picture is often very un
satisfactory when made by the
unexperienced.
Do not leave

so

important

duty

to

guess work ( all and examine our nice
display

of

stones in the

Monuments

and

different

designs

Head
and

finish.
Von will find it more

satisfactory

to

select the material by seeing it made
up then from a small sample and the
size that best suits your requirements

Houlton

Granite &

can be better understood.
Our prices are the lowest when mea

Marble W orks
Show Room, Bangor St.

w.

Fresh - Crispy - Flaky - Try Today!
So altogether good — they fairly melt in your mouth.
Dealer* supplied by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle - Bangor or Portland, Me.

F. L. lone# Co* —

Cracker bakers 100 years —

Surveyor

Candidate for County Commissioner

PASTES AND LIQUIDS F-"K“ kl L'j whiSlSk,? " 1 Drown
:z T. r. LALLEY corporations ltd .,

Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5

New M aso nic Bldg.

Bangor, Ms.

j

H. Watts

Telephone

sured by the quality of our work and
service rendered.

Opening evenings from 7 to 8.30.

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, MAY 5, 1920

CHURCH SERVICES
Wr— Baptist
R ot. Mr. Jraktns, Pastor.
Mamins sarrlca at 10.80 A. M.
3
today school at 12.00 M.
T o m s People's mooting 6.00 P. M.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Special music by ohoir.
C toir practice Monday nights.
All are cordially invited tc come and
I Bear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
Tuesday night church prayer and
praise Service.
Church of the Good Shepherd
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
Sunday Services
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7 .
Sunday School at noon
First Baptist
Court S t
Roy. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
10.86 morning worship with sermon.
11.60 Bible School with classes for
men and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
0.00 gospel song service and sermon.
8.00 Aftermeeting.
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week

prayer service.

“ In the Eastern Division the New FEATURES OF
England roads require from 40 to 50
NATIONAL EDUCATION
per cent increase to equal their five
A ,0CI TION . EET NG
and one-h:.lf
percent
guaranteed
Superintendents of Schools who at
dividend; the railroads between the
Hudson & Pittsburg require about 15 tended the semi-annual meeting of the
per cent; the roads between Pittsburg Department of Superintendence held
and Chicago and St. Louis about 10 under the auspices of the National
per cent. Such an added handicap on Education Association at Cleveland.
New England would spell industrial Ohio, February 23-28, have been asked
ruin. There is a possibility, through by the Publicity Department and by
the concerted efforts of the railroad the staff in the Secretary’s office, to
executives and the commercial organi have published the striking features
zations of New England, of obtaining of the Cleveland meeting.
They are as follows:
a flat increase, sufficient to secure
1. In every section department or
the guaranteed
dividend
for the
district as a whole. This would like* other group meeting there was a very
ly mean an increase of about 25 per j definite attempt to outline programs
cent for all the Eastern Division, but i of practice,
emotion, instead of merely
to
it would not change the present com discuss educational theory.
petitive
relations.
This
increase
2. Thruout the entire meeting there
would of course give the two districts was a very definite reeognition of the
to the W est of New England more community and nation-wide need to
than their needed guarantee, while increase teachers’ salaries and to im
New England roads a larger division prove teachers professionally, not
of the through rates. I have been told from tin* styjidpo;nt of teachers mere
by railroad officials that
this is |ly, but from the standpoint of a
practical and desired by the N e w ; democracy which must rely on educa
England executives.
The opposition I tion to train its citizenship.
from the railroads in the district to i 3. A very definite and clear-cut
the west may not be strong, since any recognition of the need for federal
excess in income over six per cent |department of education and for
must go one-half into a reserve fund i federal appropriation as provided in
to be used by the railroads to make j the Smith-Towner bill.
up in any lean year the six per cent ! 4. The definite recognition of the
dividend, and one-half into a contin-1need for a complete program of physi
gent fund to be used by the Interstate ' cal and health education and well
Commerce Commission. The strong being as inclusive of the best that is
opposition will come from the com -1 implied in military training and per
mercial interests of those districts, sonal and community hygiene and
which, of course, desire to have their sanitation.
rates as little as possible and natural- i r>. a distincth/ O 11' tidency to supi
ly would welcome seeing their eompet- : port a permanent naf itniMvidt* program
itors’ rates increased double.
of Amor icanizat i<m mu ler t In* direct ion
“This matter will require t h e of train cd t'ducailors :ins? ■ad of po'ithought, the time and the money of ticians.
6. A dt'iinit t* rero gnit ion of the
the business of New England. Here,

Cheir rehearsal each Tuesday eventag at the close o f the regular prayer
meeting.
First Congregational
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Morning service at 10.30.
Snnday school at 12 o ’clock. Bible
classes for men and women.
Young Peoples meeting at 6.15 p. m.
Evening service at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
7.30.
Methodist Episcopal
will require the best of organized and immodia to need for gweat* •r demacracy
for
wise
Corner School and Military Streets. concerted action.
man agent t*iit ,
■in
sdn >ol
Mev. Thomas Whiteside > Pastor.
part ici pat ion i11 S( bool governteacher
"Increases of 40 to 50 iter cent on
14.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon the Bangor & Aroostook and tin* meat, at id tor a go mt (era : ic rt-nrga u*.
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
itself.
Maine Central Railroads would prove zation o t tin* dep;art mi ■nl
ised and Graded Classes for all.
'((ignition of
e
very
(h
i'fi
n
it
7.
Th
e
it
a severe blow to our State Pier, our
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
■atioual \allie el OWt -o ! - , 1()Oi
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class. industries because of the increased. the
0.1S p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting cost of all their supplies, both intr.i organ iza (ions sue h as the Boy Scouts.
under the auspices of the Epworth
Red
Cross.
and interstate.
It would
prove a Camp F ire Girls, Jun tor
League.
Geogra pllie So < ii■t y. Horn
Nat
ional
decided
handicap
in
efforts
to
bring
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
with vested chorus choir and industries into the Stfite. Our future ^nunity Center Org; an i>unions and
orchestra.
industrially, is hanging on tin* deci- the Sclu ml Garth' ti As S(K’ia 11 (mi.
Organist, Miss Louisa Buzzell.
v A definite n*f‘<n;nii ion oi the
sion of the Interstate Commerce ComChoir Master, Hon. W S. Lewin.
forms
ot
educut
io mil value' of all
to
8
Thursday
mission as to this increase in rates."
Choir rehearsal from 7
ohjec’ s.
inc hid ing
visual eiducat ion.
evenings.
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
slides. la horat or. c e\ per inient s an 1
PLAN PEACE ARCH ON
Tuesday evening.
mo\ ing picture h 1ms.
Christian Science
CANADIAN BOUNDARY 9. A gem*ral l'etOL■ant ie n e f the
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian
To commemorate a century of peace net'll to feline g) ■eat !y ( ,ur pl'U' i '
Church, 11 A. M.
between the United States and Cana available■ tests in subj e t't matte;- a n!
F IR S T C H U R C H OF H O U LTO N
rowing
nr
da, the erection of a great monument- in intelliigence. \vit h a
Unitarian
al arch on the international boudary preciat io n of the educ; 1 1iomil value of
Military Street at Kelleran
f re'
lan underlying tle- army
line north of Seattle is planned by the
Preaching Service regularly every good roads advocates of Washington and intelligence tests.
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
In. The growing recognition of tie*
and British Columbia.
In March on the 7th and 21st.
Preliminary plans call for the crea necessity for a nation-wide organiza
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
tion of an international park to be es tion of teachers on a professional
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
tablished where the Pacific highway ha sis.
114 Court Street
Tel. 1S6-W

crosses the boundary and on the line
separating the two countries the great
arch would he erected.
The little
town of Blaine at the boundary lint* in
ACT the state of Washington has expressed
Strong opposition to that section of its willingness to purchase the Amer
the new Transportation Act of 1920, ican share, of the park site if tie*
the adoption of which would result British Columbia Parliament* will
in a possible increase in freight rates asrange for the land on the Canadian
side.
oyer the present rates of from 20 to
Samuel Hill of Seattle, president of
26 per cent, or an increase of from 40
the Pacific Highway Association, and
to 60 per cent over the lines of the
Maine Central and Bangor & Aroos noted road builder of the West who
took Railroads is planned by the State has traveled all over the world stinly
Chamber of Commerce and Agricul ing road and transportation condi
tions, is leading the movement
for
tural League.
The State Chamber of Commerce the arch and park. At a recent con
a id Agricultural League will appeal ference. Premier John Oliver of
to overy business men’s organization; British Columbia promised Mr. Hill
industrial, commercial and agricul that the matter would be considered
tural interest in this state to cooperate by the Canadian authorities.
The Pacific Highway is an inter
in opposing the measure. The matter
national
road extending from British
will come before the session during
Columbia
to Mexico, along the Pacific
the big meeting of the State Chamber
coast,
and
is considered one of tie*
of Commerce to be held at Augusta,
W est’s finest scenic and economic
May 11.
James Q. Gulnae, President of the highways. It is declared by experts
State Chamber of Commerce and to be invaluable.

SAYS NEW ACT SAVED ROADS

OPPOSITION TO
TRANSPORTATION

Agricultural League, calls the atten
tion of Maine farmers and business '
men to the importance of a revision
in freight rates in the following state
ment:
“Dollars cannot measure the value j
•f organization of the business men of |
the state of Maine, if through such ;
organization they can, in the near |
future, play the required part in the |
rate revision of the railroads under'
the new Transportation Act of 1920,”
aayo Prelident Gulnae.
“ Many who have read the Transpor
tation Act have undoubtedly been
impressed with the frequency of the
wosda 'public/ 'public interests’ and
'public convenience/ A railroad execu
tive expressed to me his belief that
1Bm big advance In this act was that
throughout Is plainly evident the
latent to consider first of all the intersot of the public. But just in this
paktfletilar, which is no doubt a big
ndtnnce, lies a grave danger. Intent
to consider the Interest of the public
simply means that if the public has
interssta at stake it may come and lay
them before us and we will consider
thorn Can and will the public do
this. The answer rests almost entire
ly In the hands of business organiza
tions. Intelligent thought and con
certed action Is needed.
“ Consider the transportation prob
lem ahead of Maine—a possible in
crease in rates over the present ones
of 20 to 25 per cent, or an increase of
from 40 to 50 per cent. We know the
railroads must, and the Interstate
Commerce Comcission will, see that
they get an Increase sufficient to pay
at least five find one-half per cent,
dividend upon their valuation. But
where does New England get off if
all New England rates are increased
from 40 to 50 per cent, while the other
distjHcts, already strong competitors
of Nbur England, are increased from
1# ba iO par cent? This is not only
possible but probable.

Congressman .John .1

Ksch.

FAGB THREE

I States which have between $5,000,000-j advocated government ownership, but hold for them.
They come pretty
,000 and $6,000,000,000 of resources i was in addition more than socialistic near being the real owners of the
lid H> : 00,000 depositors, attended in that it also means employe opera- railroads. How few of these people
l.. c comerence which o,a noil in
ike f ion.
realize this!
What a change would
morning and continued throughout
Because this act protects what are come over the so-called public if these
tin* day. The conference voted
to known as short-line railroads, New
facts could be' brought home!
establish a permanent body with a England roads will be materially bene
view to co-ordinating the savings fited, he said.
He further asserted
banks and adopting national policies that the speculative era of railroad
on national questions affecting sav investments is past and predicted that
ings banks. George E. Brock, presi railroads will no longer be4 exploited
dent of the Home Savings Bank of as they were in the fifties and seven
Boston, was unanimously elected chair ties.
man of the new organization, the first
S. Davis Warfield, president of the
of its kind ever founded
in the National Association of Owners of
country.
Railroad Securities, who was largely
Death tm ly-a m a tter o f sh ort time.
Speakers at the (‘veiling session dis responsible for the insertion of section
D on’t w ait until pains and aches
cussed the transportation act and sec 422, made a striking appeal for co
becom e incurable diseases. A v o id
tion 442 of the act which, in brief, operation in protecting railroad secur
painful co n seq u en ces b y taking
permits the interstate commission, up ities and called upon the savings
on valuation of the roads, to fix rates banks to exert their influence in hav
which will enable all roads to earn a ing the law enforced.
minimum of 5 y.z per cent., and a maxi
“A third of the population of the
mum of 6 per cent.
country is directly concerned in the

TOO
LATE

COLDMEDAL

Congressman Esch, in reviewing the
steps taken to perfect tin* transporta
tion act, asserted that the Plumb plan
of government ownership, presented
before the committee by its exponents,
was not merely socialistic in that it

success of the mutual savings banks
and the mutual life insurance com
panies alone,” he continued. ‘‘These
people largely
constitute
what is
termed the public; they own the in
vestments their mutual institutions

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder end uric acid troubles—the
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Guaranteed. Three sizes, all druggists.
Leekafer the bum Gold Medal oa mrjp box
•ad accept no Imltatfai

Every woman knows that fine silks
make fine waists, but do you know
that fine silk alsn makes fine flour?
W e buy the finest silks for use in
sifting

W illiam Tell
Flour
.wry j>')u11( of WIIJJA.M
nil c<

\i

mi

through this silk, not

t h i r t e e n tim es.

After t liis sift iny. t he f our simpl

■an

it must be fine—it

must be pure.
Licit, w ho le so me , white bread, with a delicious “ c o m e b ac k for
m<>re“

\t

flavor, and a loaf that cuts to a hue. clear s l i c e — that's

yo ur reward wImn von use WILLIAM TLLL.

chair

of t he ! cm in U P " •W
J<
and f (ireign c o m m i' 1'ce, i'i ai i a d d r e s s j .»
j •
on th e ra i l r oa d tr a ns por t at h ui a c t i’i j *,
Bos t on, d e c l a r e d that the i n t e r s t a t e { .J
c o mm i ss i on , while d r a w i n g
II 11 til" | •
man

transp<>rtaf h>n m l , found tin ■
ship 1H'tWeen tile UOVffi.mel, t a lid 1 lie
railro;ads a " s c r a n i ! 11■*i! situ; ( t i e r "
Br e dieted that if t he roads had c m
tillliei 1 t wo yea rs h UlLUT unde r anverii
ne*nt ownership, the* shunt ion maid
not ha ve been
“nnscra m be "I"
a: d

!S
1• 11*

’rv it

once, anvwav

atm

.Jus! t i l l i/nn r ( Irncrr im/u //
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jr

V

■'.sis
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m
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government ownership, c o n t r a r y
to
the traditional
policy of
A m oi: g
would have b e c o me a n e ce s si t y.
Mor e t ha n
5 no
leading
tu :,k. rs
r e p r e s e n t i n g vi per cent of t ’m . *;:;7
mu t u a l

s a v i ng s

ha nks

in t lie Cn i t ' A

Loss of Appetite is also of vitality
vigor, tone. To recover a ppm be at,.:
the rest take Hood's Sarsaparilla,
that strengthens the stomach,
per
feels
digestion.
ma l e s
eating
a
pleasure. It also make'-: the N o e l rmh
and pun*, and steadies t he t.en , s

4- 8-6 & 5- 8-7

Fertilizer
Best Quality c o n t a i n i n g

Gjerman P otash

WSaat
T h e thine; t h a t
every tire buyer—
for l>i c ar or small
— is try ini; to buy,
is mileage economy.
And the one way
to produce it is
s c ie n t ific m a n u 
facturing.

M ost M iles
per D ollar

M ean s To
2 ^ 0 0 0 ,0 0 0

Car Owners

2 0 0 Tons for Delivery between
--------- now and M ay 1st

First Come

First Served

Terms Strictly Cash
Apply

to

Richards&Bennett
Frisbie Block, 3rd Floor
Over G. W. Richards Co. Store

Houlton,

Maine

Most mites per dollar is a Firestone pledge , to the big
car owner as well as to the owners o f light cars. Set
the new Standard Oversize Firestone Cord.

That means quan
tity buying, quan
t it y p r o d u c t io n
and quantity sell
ing — always the
Firestone way to
better tire values
at low cost.
Buy Firestones!
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FAQ* FOUR

ing Bryant Washburn, Wednesday man who scorned men and flouted
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C LASSI FIE D ADS
God. Shows a spiritual come-back in
evening.
His mainspring was right, but he a man who seemed to have no soul Four Repair men at O s g o d ’s are busy New lot of genuine Maine T ou rm aline s Wanted— A boarding home for a baby.
just received at Osgoods.
Address Box 515, Caribou.
217
every minute. There is a reason.
always ran slow.
Before he could
W
h
y
pay
high
prices
for
D
iam
ond
s
stutter
his
sales
talk
his
‘‘prospects”
RESOLUTIONS
OF
RESPECT
See
Osgood’s
Window
for
the
newest
Ban Francisco Woman Ha« Gained
M e n ’s All Leather W o r k
when Osgood’s prices are so reason
Shoes for
always ordered from somebody else.
ideas in Diamond Mountings.
Whereas the Angel of Death has aThirty Pounds By Taking Tanlac
able?
$4.95 at Anderson’s Shoe Store
That was before a girl got to tinker gain entered our ranks and removed
Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
our worthy brother Henry Jordan,
“ I had not seen a well day In twenty- ing with his heart and wound him up
Don't pay one dollar a pair for men's If you want a good 5 pass, automobile
be exchanged at the TIMES office
therefore
be
it
at
a
bargain,
call
and
see
G.
W.
silk hose, buy them for 45c a pair
for any machine.
fire years until I started taking Tan- ight. You won’t sleep while this show
Resolved, that Houlton Grange has
Richards.
217
at Anderson’s Shoe Store.
tf
lac.” said Mrs. Virginia Stapp, of 185 s running. Chas. Ray selling motor lost a valuable member, the community
trucks
in
‘‘Alarm
Clock
Andy,”
Thurs
For Sale— T w o large dwelling houses Vote for Theodore J. Fox for Sheriff
a good citizen, and the family a kind
Valencia St.. San Franciseo, Cal.
The Equitable Life Insurance Co. is
and several house lobs on Leonard
at the Republican prlmiaries June
father
and
loving
husband,
be
it
day
evening.
"I was beginning to think,” she con
desirous of securing a man as local
street. Enquire of P. 0. Newbegin.
21, 1920. Try a business man.
Resolved, that we the members of
Friday
night
“
The
Right
of
Way”
agent
in
Houlton.
Address
TIMES
tinued, “ that I would have to bear my
Houlton Grange extend to the bereav415p
office.
n
s
Wanted— A capable girl for general
wretched health as long as I lived. I is a Screen classics Inc. pietureization d family and friends our sincere sym
For Sale— Robbins Planter, with large '
housework in a small family. Apply
had no appetite, and when I managed of Sir Gilbert Parkers stirring romance |pathy in their hour of sorrow, and bid For Sale— One B a n g o r top buggy, 1
Fertilizer tank attached, in g o o d ! to Mrs. F. P. Berry, Tel. 355-M
them
look
for
consolation
to
him
who
of
Canadian
life,
starring
Bert
Lytell
to eat a few bKes I could not digest it
open buggy (Taber make), both with
condition. Inquire at TIMES office. 1
doeth all things well.
For Sale— Small Touring Car, over
rubber tires, also 1 two seated
and as I could get no strength or It’s a drama of law and love, and of a
Be it further Resolved, that a copy
________
15tf; hauled and repainted, in fine condi
carriage,
all
in
good
condition.
For
nourishment 1 fell off twenty-five
of these resolutions be sent to the be
tion. A bargain for some one. Apply
particulars see Dr. C. E. Williams. W ill sell my farm s in Hodgdon. For
reaved family a copy sent to the local
pounds in weight. I hardly knew what CAMPHOR AND WITCHHAZEL
to TIMES office.
tf
Main street.
21S
particulars
apply
to
Wm.
Berry
Tel
>
papers
for
publication
and
a
copy
HELP WEAK EYES spread upon our records.
It was to be without a headache. All
408-13, R F. D. 2
Houlton people are astonished at
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
my life I hare been so constipated
PEARL D. CRAWFORD
j T w o furnished rooms to let, equipped
Newspaper may be left at the
the
quick results produced by simple
that every day for years I had to take
H. B. CRAWFORD
I for light housekeeping with privilege W a n ted — A woman to do Laundry
TIMES Offlfce, where the lowest
work at the Aroostook Hospital.
A. G. MERRITT
! of bath. Inquire at 10 Kelleran St.
a laxative. My tongue was always witchhazel, camphor, hydrastis, etc.,
price can be obtained.
Aply to Matron.
tf
12tf
Committee on Resolutions
coated and k had a bad taste in my as mixed in Lavoptik eye wash. In
mouth all the time. My condition was one case of weak and near-sighted
For Sale— Balance of Household goods. For Sale— A pair of Draft Horses or A valued subscriber says “ Every
time that I have used these columns
eyes
a
few
days
use
brought
great
will exchange for cattle. Apply to
Book case, lawn swing, carpet, art
so bad that I could get little sleep, but
for selling articles, they have been
Alfred
Cottle,
Tel.
212-2.
13tf
square,
walnut
bedstead,
matress
would roll and toss about all night improvement. In another case it
successfuL” Try themand spring.
11 Kellern street,
stopped eye pains and inflammation.
long.
William Mcllroy.
tf i Watch out for the date of the sale of Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
“ But all that is changed now, for We guarantee a small bottle of Lavop
household furniture at 11 Kelleran
as well as Carbon Paper made by
street by William Mcllroy.
tf
For Sale— Farm 175 acres, 70 tillage
since taking Tanlac I am able to eat tik to help ANY CASE weak, strain
Webster—There's none better. Call
free from stone, rest in wood and
or send to TIMES Office.
anything I please without any bad ed or inflamed eyes. Aluminum eye
pasture. Good drainage, plenty of W a n te d — A capable girl for general
after effects and I have actually gain cup FREE. O. F. French & Son,
house, good wages, modern con Merchants and Professional men do not
water, 1 mile from car line, 3 miles
ed thirty pounds. 1 haven’t had a head druggists.
veniences. Apply to 12 Charles St.
from Gardiner, 8 roomhotise, large
have to buy coupon books for type
shed all newly painted and shingled, j
ache in so long f have almost forgotten
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
barn 105 feet, tieup 75 feet. Address For Sale— 1 R obbins Planter, 1
the TIMES office as you need them
about them. My constipated condition
R. T. Lunt, Gardiner, Maine.
218p
Aspinwall Planter. Both in good
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
been relieved and I never have
condition. Apply L. G. Ludwig, Tel. Wanted— A good reliable man to work
Whereas, the Divine Master has “ G e t s - It ” S to p s P a in In sta n tly and C orn
Soon L if t s R ig h t O ff
that bad taste or coated tongue any seen fit to call from his earthly labors
on a Dairy Farm, one who is a good
81-3.
316
W a n ted — S h ip yard workers. UnskillA few drops of “ Gets-It” quenches corn
milker. For particulars apply to
more. I sleep nine to ten hours every our brother Herbert London, be it
ed
able
bodied
men
are
paid
$.58
TIMES office or call phone 401-8.
Resolved that by his death Houlton patns like water quenches fire. Gives you
night, can do my housework with ease
per hour and upwards at the start. Farm for rent. K now n as the Osborne
immediate relief.
Grange
has
lost
a
worthy,
upright
farm;
about
50
acres
in
cultivation,
9tf
Interesting
and
steady
employment.
and I have so much new life and
The corn begins to lose its grip at once.
20 acres plowed for potatoes, balance
member and one whose whole life and
We can use experienced Steel Ship
Farm
Bargains—
Write
for
Catalogue
energy that I just feel fine all the Influence was for good; the community In a day or two it is so loose that you can
in hay. George W. Auber.
316
Builders of any craft. 98% of our
describing many dairy, fruit and
has lost an honest, useful citizen, the
time."
riveting is on piece work. Call at
general farms for sale on easy
“ G e ts -It”
the
Employment
Bureau,
The To Let— Comfortable, furnished rooms!
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s family a loving husband and father.
P e e l * I t O ff
In this home of their great afflic
in the Hughes house, so-called, with i terms. C. W. Snell, 174 Main street,
Atlantic Corporation, Portsmouth, N.
TPfcBt n»i»n Drug Store; Island Falls by
415p
tion. we commend them to our Heaven-,
hot
water heat, electric lights, bath, j Madison, Maine.
H.
814
* . R. Crabtree; Ft. Kent by Stanley ly Father, who doeth all things well.
etc, 1 min. walk from Post Office, j Girls Wanted for clothes pin factory
Be it, Resolved, that a copy of these 1
Bnrrill; Littleton, L. F. Hall. Adv.
Cor. Highland Ave. and Pleasant j at Davidson. Good wages and steady
W a n te d — Sale sm an for Houlton and
resolution be sent to the bereaved !
street.
15tfi work. Inquire at office of Summit
vicinity. Commission contract only,
family, a copy spread upon our rec- :
for spare time or full time. We will
Lumber Co., Houlton or write to
ords and a copy published in the Houl-1
teach you to sell income protection For Sale— 80 acre farm only eight
above company at Davidson.
tf
SELECTMEN’S REPORT
ton Times.
I
through our free school of instruc
miles from the two cities of Lewis
PEARL D. CRAWFORD
^
TO MAY 1ST 1920
tion and help you build a business
ton and Auburn, lqcated on State For Sale— Woodlock Farm, Benedicta,
H. B. CRAWFORD
,
o ' y ■■ own. Massachusetts BondU< ad and electric carline. Only 1%
Maine, 260 acres, 100 acres cleared.
In accordance with the custom in
A.
G. MERRITT
■
” and Irs'uunce Company. Accimiles from two villages and three
Good stand of lumber, pulp etc.
former years, we wish to inform the
Committee onResolutions. !
d ' and Health Dent. Saginaw,
railroad stations.
About forty-five
Bargain for someone. For particulars
public as to the amounts expended
Michigan, Capital $ 1, 5 i>0 , ihmi.
acres in good tillage, free from
apply to Elisha S. Powers, Houlton,
thua far this year in the different de
nv'ks: balance acreage in pasture
21 s
Maine.
415
NOTICE TO AUTO OWNERS
land, with wood and timber for home
partments of the Town’s activities.
use; small orchard. Buildings con Notice— Bank Book 3253 of the Sav
Owing to restrictions, placed by
Overdrafts from last year amount
AN A P P R E C IA T IO N
sist of colonial style house, nine
ings Dept, of the Houlton Trust Co.
Sheriff
Dunn,
on
the
Sunday
sale
of
ing to $11,392.85 are included in the gasoline, oil, tires, tubes and all other
W e desire to express our heartfelt
rooms, connected with barn 40 x 70
is reported lost and application has
lift
off
roots
and
all,
‘twlxt
thumb
and
thanks
for
the
many
acts
of
kindness,
amount of each total.
by ell and shed. Barn has silo, and
automobile accessories, the following
been made for a duplicate to be
extra good tie-up for sixteen cows.
issued as required by law. Houlton,
General Government
$545.29 garages will find it necessary to re finger. That’s the last of it, as millions manifested by cheering words of
have found out. It is the simple effective sympathy and beautitul flowers, dur
Running
water
to
all
buildings.
The
Maine,
April 26, 1920.
Wilford
main
closed
from
Saturday
night
until
Protection of Persons and
and common-sense way to be rid of corns, ing the long illness and final wordly
owner of this place wants to move
Fullerton, Treas.
317
778.33 Monday morning.
money-back corn remover, costs but a services, as bestowed on our recently
Property
to the city, and if sold at once will
(signed)
“Gets-It” the never-failing, guaranteed, deceased relative. Miss
S.
Augusta
1,750.77
Health & Sanitation
give extra good trade. This woiPd We buy, raise and sell fur-bearing
H. M. CATES & SON
trifle at any drug store. Manufactured by Herrin.
make an excellent potato farm. For
4,269.14
PEABODY GARAGE CO.
rabbits and other fur-bearing animals
Highways A Bridges
E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
MRS. JULIA (). W E S T
further particulars, or descriptions
HIBBARD BROS.
Place your order with us, and list
2,912.56
Charity A Soldiers Aid
Sold
in
Houlton
and
reccommended
as
MR.
A
r
MRS.
NELSON'
HERRIN
of other attractive trades in farms,
what ever stock you have with os,
L. R. INGRAHAM
20,298.86
Education
the world’s best corn remedy by o. F.
MRS. M A U D H. H AN S O N
call or write Thurston-Bickford Co.
STANLEY D. BERRY
stating lowest flat prices on largo
French & Son, Leighton & Feeler, Mun200.00
AIRS. M. F R AN C E S H A L L
Real Estate and Auctioneers, ! 7
Library
shipments. Address 515-517 N. P.
MAXELL BROS.
ros’ West End Drug Store.
AIR * MRS. H UB E R T K. SMI TH
Court St., Auburn.
316
2,276.84
Ave., Fargo, N. D
41$p
DAVID H. SHANKS
Unclassified
DOBBINS & DOBBINS
MURRAY E. TOMPKINS
$33,031.79
B. E. JONES
FRANK A. PEABODY
WM. CASSIDY
HOWARD WEBB
ALTON E. CARTER
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Selectmen of Houlton.
Public notice is hereby given that
Arthur Williams of Caribou, in the
County of Aroostook and State of
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Any one who has been fed up on October 8th, 1918, and recorded in the
meddling relatives can readily sympa Southern District Aroostook Registry
of Deeds in Vol. 309, Page 302, con
thise with John Smith in “Why Smith veyed to John B. Roberts of said
Left Home,/’ a society drama featur- Caribou, the following described real
efctate situated in that part of said
Caribou formerly “ I” township, to
wit; the north half of lot numbered
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Whereas Death has again entered one hundred forty-five, excepting and
our Order and claimed our brother reserving thirty-two acres off the north
side of the north half, previously
James Johnson, therefore be it,
Resolved, that Houlton Grange has conveyed to Joseph Hamilton, Sr.
The premises above described are
lest an honorable member the com
munity a good citizen and the family the same premises conveyed to me
October 8th, 1918, by Charlie Cyr.
a kind father.
That the condition in said mortgage
Spring House Cleaning time is at hand and with our usual
Resolved, that we the members of
Houlton Grange extend to them our is broken, by reason whereof I claim
timeliness, we announce a Special Sale of dainty, dutiful
heartfelt sympathy in their sad be a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, April 30th,
reavement, and bid them trust in him,
and practical Dresses that lighten the task of house clean
who doeth all things well, for comfort 1920.
318
JOHN
B.
ROBERTS
and support.
ing, by providing most welcome bodily comfort to women
Be it further Resolved, that a copy
who will chase winter’s accumulation of dust and dirt
o f these resolutions be sent to the be
reaved family a copy sent to the local
from high and low
papers for publication and a copy
spread upon our records.
They are famed for fit—Dresses with the Four Famous
PEARL D. CRAWFORD
H. B. CRAWFORD
---------- Features---------- ------------ ------------A. G. MERRITT
Committee on Resolutions.

DIDN’T HAVE WELL
DAY FOR 25 YEARS

Quick
Action
Corn
Cure

Sale o f H o u s e d r e s s e s f o r H o u s e C l e a n i n g
A One W eek Sale o f ------------

Barmon Electric Brand

WASHABLE DRESSES

“Jiffy”
Clean-Ups

REAL ESTATE

The Adjustable W aist Line
The Adjustable Hem
The Menders
The Under A rm Shields

for the home

House cleaning comes with May. The
season is closely allied with this ne
cessary occupation. It’s a job to be
FOX BROS. COMPANY
dreaded unless with foresight you
Hemee at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500
guard yourself against delays, hard
Farms at $2,000, $3,500, $5,500, $7,500 work of going over the work again
Prlees to suit all.
and again. Let us supply your house
cleaning needs and the result of your
FOX BROS. COMPANY
work will be all that you could desire
Real Eetate and Insurance
—quick, clean, complete, free from
Houlton, Maine
backache and distress, loss of time, or
excessive labor.

A L L W O M E N C A N B E P E R F E C T L Y F IT T E D W IT H T H E S E D R E S S E S .
AD JU STABLE
M O D E L S FO R “H A R D -T O -F IT ” W O M E N A N D S P E C IA L L Y D E S IG N E D
“ STYLES
FO R
S T O U T S ” A R E F E A T U R E D A S W E L L A S A G R E A T A S S O R T M E N T O F M O D E L S IN R E G U 
LAR S IZ E S ,
S O IL W IL L N O T IN JU R E T H E M IN A N Y W A Y A N D W H E N T H E D A Y S O F
H O U S E C L E A N IN G A R E O V E R , T H E Y CAN B E L A U N D E R E D T O O R IG IN A L N E W N E S S
A N D CAN B E W O R N A S A T T R A C T IV E S U M M E R F R O C K S FO R H O M E A N D PO RCH .

SCRUBS
Sponges and brushes, ammonia,
soaps and other ‘‘scrubbers” , i
The finest of products capable o f ,
giving the best of service.
i

Used Cars

HEALTH MAKERS

One 1918 Saxon Car (4>)
equipped with K. S. Tires,4new
ly painted and in good condition
$700.00.

BUG KILLERS

/

Specialized products for bedbugs,
roaches, ants and waterbugs. Ex
cellent moth preventatives too.
They’re all fresh goods with a
great deal of power. There was
never a better time to buy them.

One 1918 Mitchell, 5 passen
ger, newly painted, overhauled,
In good condition.
$1,150.00.
the

- - - A N D RUBBER GLOVES

Terms : Part Cash and easy A pair of rubber gloves to protect
payments.
your hands from labor or moisture;

S t Garage

UfbbaitPBros.
and Chevrolet Cars
S t, Houlton

AND

NEW

D U R IN G
BECOME

PERCALES,
ABLE

S P R IN G
T H IS

AND

SALE.

YOU, W H IC H

CHAMBRAYS,

F A B R IC S

OF

F IN E

SUMM ER
STYLES
ARE

MODELS

THAT

RE

F A S H IO N E D

C A M B R IC S ,
Q U A L IT Y

MADRAS

AND

W IL L
SURE
FROM

BE
TO

ON

I

G IN G H A M S .

AND OTHER

P L E A SIN G

D IS 

D E L IG H T
W ASH

COLORS

AND

PATTERNS.

POLISHES
Polishes for silver, furniture o:
glass. Chamois or other thing*
for polishing. Nothing better than
the line we offer.

One 1917 Mitchell 7 passen
ger, wire wheel thor., overhaul
ed, newly painted, equipped with
Cord Tires.
$1,200.00.

Bangor

j

Fumigators and disinfectants to j
purify the air and clean out the
bad smells and clean up the ba 1
spots. The best the market a'
fords.

One 1917 Mitchell (6) thor
oughly overhauled, $900.00

These are but a few of
m any bargains, we have.

ALL THE
PLAY

bands come out of the task looking
fine. A worthy investment for any

A ll W om en Can A fford Their Most Moderate Costs
SOLD UNDER

GUARANTEE THAT THEY WILL
FIT YOU PERFECTLY

Market
Square

one.

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store
Throe Registered Apothecaries

THE MAKERS

Variety

$2 , $3 , $3 .50 ,

$4

ASK TO HAVE THE F O U R
FAMOUS

SHOWN

TO YOU

Joe Bernstein
Ladies Garment Store

Value

FEATURES

Service

Houlton
Maine

Style
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The eclipse of the moon was visible
in this section on Sunday evening.

> ;

paqe

ESMERALDA

ADVISES SCENARIO WRITERS

ru m

PRESENTATION

Esmeralda, a powerful human drama
Wm. A. Gellerson, manager of the
TO LEARN CRAFT BY STUDY
in three acts, at the Heywood May 7
Elks
bowling team, was agreeably
by the Senior class of Ricker Classical j
OF CONDITIONS IN STUDIO
REPORT ON DRIVE
surprised
one night last week, when
The Baptist church at Oakfleld, Rev. Institute.
j Alan Dwam, the director of “ Betty
W. H. Whittier pastor and M. N.
This play ran for 366 days in the
the lady ->uwlers called him aside and
Next Sunday will be Mother’s Day Crandall campaign director, is the Madison Sq. Theatre, N. Y. The j of Greystone,” the Triangle Play
Subscribers should bear in
presented him with a handsome Elks*
that all subscriptions are and will be observed in all the first one in South Aroostook to go talent at Ricker is exceptionally good, j starring Dorothy Gish and Owen charm suitably engraved.
over the top in meeting its quota and are sure to put it over in a pro ! Moore, which will be shown at the
.pqgable in advance and the pa- churches.
The gift, coming as it did from the
Mrs. Chas. H. Fogg returned Tues which is $3562.
fessional way. Tickets on sale at ; Dream theatre next Friday, is account- ladies, will be more highly prized by
«ptr will be discontinued at ex>
day from a trip to Boston and New
The following is the report from the Dream box office.
i ed to know more about all ends of the its owner, who is proudly exhibit
titration. Notice of such expira York City.
other Baptist churches: Ludlow, $100.motion picture game than any other ing it to his many friends.
t lin will be sent out the First of
William Dobson of down state has 00; Cary, $824.16; New Limerick,
,
man of his years now in it. He learn
w . c . T. u.
been in town renewing acquaintances $1380.00; Littleton, $2665.00; Hodgdon
t t i h month •
At the meeting of the W. C. T U. ed in the school of experience.
OPERATION FAILED
with his old friends.
$2770.00; Danforth, $3153.00; Island
Four high school girls of Columbus
The week of May 17-22 has been Falls, $3600.00; Free Baptist, Houlton on April 22d, a fine program on
Merle C. Rideout returned Thursday
A long and intensified study of
designated as Clean up week by the $11,590.00; First Baptist $17,748.90; Flower Mission was carried out by i studio conditions and actual produc went in cahoots and bought a turkey
from a business trip to Boston.
making a total of $47,393.06. Saturday the local supt., Mrs. Geo. McNair. The tion needs followed his first engage for Christmas dinner. None of the
Chas. B. GaUupe of Oakfleld was in Selectmen of Houlton.
Do
not
fail
to
attend
the
Concert
noon
the State reported $400,000.00 following are some of the readings
town last week on a business trip.
girls had the nerve to chop off the
and Dance by W elch’s orchestra on and the entire denomination about given: “ What the Flower Mission ment as a scenario writer for one of
Harry M- Briggs has been appointed
should mean to the W. C. T. U. and the big companies.
His advice to bird’s head, so they chloroformed it,
$36,000,000.00.
JMfclosure Commissioner by Gov. Saturday night at the Heywood.
the
community,”
“
Story
of
a
Roof
G. A. Hall is puting a double roof
would-be scenario writers and direc although the turkey nearly wrecked
Milliken.
Garden,” “ Frances Willard and the tors is for them to become thoroughly the premises before he quit flopping.
on his Court street residence and
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Gibson returned G. A. has joined the “ Overall Brigade.” BANGOR BOWLODROME
i Lamplighter.”
familiar with the studio before they Then the girls dry picked the gobbler,
home Saturday from a two weeks
UNDER MANAGEMENT
The next meeting will be held at attempt to turn out a script.
Louis J. Freedman of the Penobscot
and put the carcass in the clothes
visit in Boston.
the home of Mrs. Isabelle Daggett on
Development Co. of Old Town, spent
OF
F.
W.
FLEMING
After his apprenticeship in the closet to remain until ready to be
Miss Mabel Reed, who has been in Sunday with his sister, Mrs. S. Fried
Fred W. Fleming, known to his School street.
studio and as a scenario writer Mr.
Augusta the past two weeks, return man.
On Friday, May 7th, the W. C. T. Dwan became a scenario editor and dressed and roasted. A few hours
many friends here as “ Bill,” left
« d home Monday.
Landlord Stephenson
telephoned Wednesday for Bangor to assume his U. will hold a public supper at the then took the next logical step to the later one of the girls went to the
W. H. McGary was one of the Houl- the TIMES office on Monday after new duties as proprietor of the dining room of the M. E. church. All position of director. Some of his other closet to get some article of apparel,
will be cordially welcomed. Proceeds
ton visitors at Che Auto Show in Port noon that the ice was leaving Nicker Bowlodrome.
successes in addition to “ Betty of Grey- and when she opened the door the
As many of our readers know, this j "HI be devoted to local work.
Fairfield last week.
son Lake.
stone” are: "The Straight Road,” turkey (having recovered from the
There will be a May supper on Fri establishment is one of the best of its ;
---------------------" H oulton'i Silent Policemen made
“ Wildflower,” “ David Harum,” “ Cheat
inefficient anaesthetic) calmly walked
their appearance Saturday to begin day at 6 o’clock under the auspices of kind in New' England, with its 10 CANADIAN P A r i E i r DV
ing Cheaters,” “ Fifty-Fifty,” “ Fight
the
W.
C.
T.
U.,
at
the
M.
E.
church,
out
without a stitch on!
alleys
side
by
side
also
10
pool
and
,
L
/H
lA
I/IA
Ii
i
A
L
l
r
l
L
K
I
.
•their season's work.
ing Odds,” “ The Man Who Made
to which the public is cordially invit billiard tables, will give ample room j
CHANGE
OF
TIME
Good,” “ The Haunted House,” “A
G. W. Richards spent a couple of
for the large crowds who desire this i The following time table is now in Modern Musketeer,” “ Bound in Mo
days last week in Fort Fairfield, ed
Friends of Sigmund Newhouse, who form of exercise.
' effect:
rocco,” “ He Comes Up Smiling” and
:taking in the Auto Show.
has been confined to his home by a J Mr. Fleming is well known in Ban Departures:
many
others.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moir were among slight run of pneumonia, will be glad
gor and it goes without saving that 10.15 A. M. For Woodstock and points
In
“
Betty of Greystone,” according
the Houlton people who attended the to learn that he is now improving
the Bowlodrome will be a popular
North.
to
some
of the foremost critics, he
Auto Show in Fort Fairfield last week
daily.
| place.
3.20 P. M. For St. Stephens, St. John, reached the topmost crest of his
. Messrs. Geo. Taggett and James
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wright have j He took six boys from Houlton with
work* For, as one of them wrote: H A B IT A B S O L U T E L Y O V E R C O M E
Montreal and Boston.
•dtaurtley returned Thursday from a moved from their farm on the Ban- j him who will act as pin setters.
“ With two such artists as Dorothy BY
8.05 P. M. For Woodstock only.
THE
NEAL
TREATM ENT.
buying trip to New York and Boston gor road, to the Leighton house on |
Gish and Owen Moore a director had W R IT E FOR IN F O R M A T IO N A T
Arrivals:
J. D. Perry, F. F. Harrison, R. L Kelleran street, where they will con- j GRANGE
11.45 A. M. From St. Stephen, St. John, to achieve results, but added to the ONCE. T H E N E A L IN S T IT U T E , IBS
j
Berry and L. 8. Purrington were in duct a rooming house.
ability of the cast was a story that P IE A S A N T A V E N U E , P O R T L A N D
Boston and Montreal.
ENTERTAINMENT
COURSE
The roads are gradualy drying up j
Fort Fairfield Thursday, to attend the
4.50 P. M. From Woodstock and all appeals to al classes.”
ME. P H O N E 4216.
The
next
number
of
the
Grange
around town, but in the country
Auto 8how.
points North.
entertainment
course
will
be
one
of
Arthur A. Heald of the State Y. M districts where there are no improved
places, ! great interest to music lovers. It is 9.25 P. M. From St. John and East St.
•C. A., was In town last week in the roads there are some bad
Stephen.
Vissochi’s Florentine Musicians, con
Interest of the Boy’s work of that which make traveling for pleasure in
sisting of three people, with Andrew
these sections impossible.
•organisation.
With the first Saturday in May all Vissochi as accordionist, Miss O lga! Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Thompson left j
Friends of Mrs L. A. Shaw are
the offices at the Court House are to Capuccio, violinist, and Miss Rosamand Tuesday night for Westbrook, where j
very attractive 7 room bungalow all
pleased to see her able to be out
j they will attend the annual conference j
close Saturday noon and remain Wright, pianist and soprano.
hard wood floors and finish down
;again after a long confinement to her
Unless you have heard Vissochi, you ; of Congregational churches.
\
closed until Monday morning and
stairs. All hard wood finish and some
home by illness.
will continue throughout the months have no idea what music can be playRob’t. N. Yetton, who has been in of May, June, July and August.
hard wood floors up stairs. Nice bath,
! ed with a piano accordion.
This 1
the Aroostook hospital for treatment
coal furnace and electric lights. House
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes representing instrument is little known outside,
t o his foot, was able to be out Satur- the Houlton Rotary Club, gave a talk continental Europe. While one of the
only been built a few years, in fine
•day using crutches.
before the schools Monday morning most complicated instruments known,
shape and is a very well planned
John A. Riley of Presque Isle was in on his profession. These talks are all it has endless possibilities. In the
house, fair size lot, and a good trade
town Thursday tor a short stop, en- very interesting to the scolars and hands of such a master as Vissochi, it ji Houses— House Lots.
for $4,200.
nrate to New York markets, where are much enjoyed by those looking for proves a revelation and a marvel of , No Commission to pay.
musical delight.
!
h o will purchase a new stock for his a vocation.
Prices are Right.
The assisting artists are excellent
s s w store.
William Golden, the Court street
Mr. and Mrs. P. 8. Berrie and young barber, has purchased the pool tables and put much spirit into their pro-1i
E L I S H A S. P O W E R S
•daughter left Saturday for Boston, which were in the Bowlodrome on grams. They are magnetic, vivacious, {
Nickerson Block, Houlton, Maine
Real Estate Dealers
where Mr. Berrie has business. They Court street, and will move them to brillant. Miss Cappucio is a favorite •
pupil
of
Fabrizio
who
starred
in
j
Houlton,
Maine
Win slab visit their son and daughter the Holdaway store on Main street. |
lyceum
circles
some
six
years
ago.
where
he
will
open
a
Pool
room
and
j
while there.
G EO R G E S. H O SK IN , Agent
j Miss Wright has won laurels in ex
Regular meeting o f N. E. O. P. at Shoe Shine parlor.
Miss Mulcaster will sing a solo at { tended concert tours and plays with
Bincock Hall, Friday evening, May 7
the
Methodist church next Sunday |a fine sincerity and an appreciative
A l 7.30. Reports of the delegates to
Brand Lodge. A full attendance is morning, and the sermon will be j understanding.
knows
no;
appropriate to Mother’s Day. Owners | Vissochi’s repertoire
desired at this meeting.
of automobiles might convey those j limitations. From the gems of grand ! The Flower day universal which time
v Charles C. Newell, who is taking a
who cannot otherwise attend. There opera, through the inspiring range of |we honor the Best Mother or Her
prat graduate course in horticulture
will be special music at the evening j patriotic marches and melodies, rag j. Memory,
Ip W a v e rlry , Mass., haa^veturned to
I time, folk songs, negro jubilees, and ;
llgulton and will resume Che manage- service also.
popuar songs he holds his audience For Mother Living a Flower Bright
meat o f his green house.
captive by his wonderful musician For Mother's Memory a Flower White.
JR. H. “ Jack” Britton is wearing a ‘BRINGING UP FATliER’
ship.
Be mindful that the ring—which
amUe that wont come off; its a 10
PLEASES HOULTON AUDIENCE Don’t forget the date, Friday even
marks the step so vital in the life of
hoy, born Wednesday at the
The world’s famous cartoon comedy, ing, May 7th, at the Grange Hall.
womankind—be of the finest gold, with
hospital. Both child and “ Bringing Up Father,” which was Tickets may be secured from the
gem of purity beyond reproach.
are doing nicely.
shown here in the Heywood theatre entertainment committee or at the
last
Wednesday
evening,
was
pro
M. Houghton, Gen'l. Passenger
door.
M m o f the Bangor A Aroostook Rail- nounced by one and all as one of the
In town last week ac- best ever shown in the town.
NOTICE TO AUTO OWNERS
in Solitaire and Cluster Diamond ef
U N T IL F U R T H E R N O T IC E
With the many pretty girls robed in
Gen’l. Manager Hallett on
fects, also set with Pearls, Rubies,
On account of the increase of busi
the handsomest costumes ever seen RETAIL PRICES ON ICE COM ness running expenses, the following
o f his regular trips.
Emeralds and other precious stones
garages find it necessary, after tbe 1st
Hsrry T e n s , a former resident of on a Houlton stage, with plenty of
are special features of our up-to-date
of May, to discontinue charge or open
MENCING MAY 1, 1920
eectkm, but how living in Cali- comedy and all the new song hits of
display .
accounts, and will operate on a strict
the
day,
made
it
a
combination
3
deliveries
a
week,
$3.00
a
month
fornia, arrived in town Monday to be
ly cash basis.
4 deliveries a week, $4.00 a month
(signed)
IR l pleat o f his brother, Jack Yerxa, seldom seen and heard in a town of
IV e d d i n g R in g s
H. M. CATES & SON
Everyday delivery, $5.00 a month
a t hie sporting camp at Square Lake. this size.
M. H. PEABODY
Mgr. Adams is planning to continue
—this is our specialty, we carry a full
Christian Science services held each
Wholesale Prices
STANLEY I). BERRY
to
bring
shows
of
this
calibre
to
us.
line
of Gold Wedding Rings in 14, 16,
fhraday at 11 A. M., Presbyterian
MAXELL BROS.
C om m e n cin g M a y 7, 1920
18
Karet
Gold, also a beautiful line of
L.
R.
INGRAHAM
d p i e h . May 3th, subject: “ Adam and
$5.00 per ton, 25c 100 pounds.
HIBBARD
BROS.
popular
Platinum
bands.
Ftftou Man.” Wednesday at 7.30 P. M.
K1LL00LEET BIRD CLUB
B. E. JONES
!
iratfcuonial service. Cordial welcome
HOULTON ICE <6 COAL CO.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Dunn of
DOBBINS & DOBBINS
t o all.
DAVID H. SHANKS
Military street delightfully entertain- j
Office T im e s Building
MURRAY E. TOMPKINS
The entertainment committee for ed the Bird Club and their husbands j 118
WILLIAM CASSIDY
Jew eler and OptometrUt
th s celebration July 5-6, have engaged on Monday evening, with an illustrated
M arket S q H o u lto n
o n avlatlor who will do some thrilling lecture on "The Birds of England" by j
o f f stunts, loop the loop, tail speies, Miss Sylvia Tryon. The lecture was j
contract has been signed and interspersed with bird songs, sung by j
h o positively agrees to be here for Mrs. Horace Hughes with Miss Louise t i p two days celebration.
Buzzell at the piano.
|
Aroostook Encampment No. 41 I. O.
The lecture was of a high grade
are making’ elaborate prepara- from a literary point of view, and was
t k * . tor the visit of the Grand Officers full of interest, containing many
w elly in June. Already 75 applies- charming personal reminiscences of
trails have been filed, with good Miss Tryon’8 visit to England, and was
pfftspects of 50 more. It will be an frequently punctuated with delightful
AQ day session with a good program bltfl of poetry from English authors,
closing with an original poem by the \
, bahquet. etc.
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY AND TIME BY
1 * e Post Office bowling team, an lecturer. The beautiful pictures with
wMpnlsation that b a a , upheld its which Miss Tryon illustrated her
LETTING US SAVE Y O U R S O L E S .
rapitetioii to all comers for several lecture, were painted in England by
W e u s e tH e *
yepss past, will bowl a team of “ Dux” her mother.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
em Wednesday evening on the “ Dux”
otmfn. It promises to be some game. Fred Hall; Mr. and Mrs. J. K.
D^ji Mltehell is captain of tbe “ Dux” Plummer; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Lane;
Kelso looks after tbe interests Mr. and Mrs. Horace Hughes; Mr. and
M°GARY SHOE COMPANY
Mrs. Charles P. Barnes; Geo. Gentle,
wC t h e P. O. clerks.
l*t tall to hear A1 Benson, the Miss Edna Gentle; Mr. Ada Jervis;
For Mother’s Memory Flowers White,
motion picture singer, at the Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn.

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

J

Drink-Drag

M u s t B e S o ld a t O n c e

FOR SALE

JACKINS &

JACK IN S

m o t b m ’ Da y

Sunday, M a y gth

— and IVhen Ye Plight
the Troth

Newell's
F lorists

Rngagemcnt Rings

J. D. Perry

iff®

GOODYEAR welt system >

D ttips this week. He has a wonderful
-vetoe, and those that .heard him Mon
g e r era planning to bear him again.
H C com es hare from a succesful New
■raflaad trip, having sung in all of
the large theaters.

Because of sickness some of the
members were unable to attend
Delicious refreshments were served,
and songs of Auld Lang Syne sung.
A social hour closed a most enjoyable
evening.

9, 1920

Joseph C. Lincoln’s
New Book

“The Portygee”

Having tak*nerar the FARMERS RESTAURANT
m the corner of Military and Kendall Street*, I
weald like to 'fcfre my old patrons and a good
call on me, where they can get a
*\
t T I* good square meal

T o any address in M aine
$ 2 .0 0

Postpaid

Chadwick

Dillingham’s, Stationers
B angor, M aine

R. P. McNALLY
t

i

May

For Mother’s Living Flowers Bright.

N O T I C E

41ft

Mothers’
Day

F 1o r i s|t
Conservatories 16 High Str.
Houlton, Maine

amxes

n u n

■
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NO BITTERNESS,

mittee pointed out that the govern M OUSSES MAY SERVE TO
ment had loaned $862,000,000 to the
SAYS BARTHOU roads and said that since much of SOLVE AUTO FUEL PROBLEM
Thirsty souls and economists who
Jean Louis Barthou, former premier this went to weaker lines to prevent
who, while interpellating the govern receiverships during federal opera have been wondering what will be
ment in the Chamber o f Deputies, tion, all of this sum probably would come of all the molasses which
formerly went into the manufacture
made an attack on Premier Lloyd not be recovered.
of rum, remarks a writer in the
George of Great Britain and said
The committee was reporting on
“ France stands alone to face German the emergency deficiency appropria current number of American Motorist,
revenge,” recently in an interview tion measure, in which $300,000,000 will be interested to learn that auto
amplified his reference to the rejec was included for the railroad adminis mobiles, trucks, and tractors may be
tion o f the Versailles treaty by the tration. Director-General Hines had operated, not with rum, nor even with
United States Senate.
asked for $420,000,000 to wind up the molasses, but with alcohol made from
* “ However free the speaker’s tri administration’s affairs, but the com the latter. Continuing, the writer sets
bune in the Chamber may be,” he said mittee cut the total $30,000,000 and forth:
•‘American Motorist not long ago
“ it involves, above all, in discussions recommended that the treasury be
o f international relations a certain instructed to purchase $90,000,000 called attention to the possibilities
amount o f discretion, to which I had worth of Liberty bonds held by the offered by the use of alcohol as fuel
to submit not long ago. I submitted railroad administration, thus making for internal-combustion engines.. A
to the necessity o f this, and could not available that additional amount for Jfew years ago the United States Geolo
say all I thought o f the situation creat winding up the administration’s affairs, j gical Survey, through its technological
ed by the Senate’s refusal to ratify
The committee explained that it had branch, made a series of elaborate
the treaty. I admit I was embarrassed made the reduction because the trans tests of the relative value of gasoline
by my role o f prophet, since I was the portation act provided $30,000,000 for and alcohol as powew producers. The
flnrt at the moment o f discussion of settling claims against the govern most important results of the investi
the treaty to take such an eventuality ment growing out of thb federal j gations are contained in the evidence
that well-designed internal-combustion
into consideration. It, therefore caus control.
’
ed me emotion without giving me un
Discussing the cost of federal opera ; motors using alcohol or gasoline will
consume about an equal volume of
due surprise.
tion the committee said:
fuel per unit of power. The averages
“ Clearly it was not the purpose of •
Deprived of Guarantee
of the minimum consumption values
“ What will be its consequences? It the director-general to give the im give a like figure of 8-10 of a pint per
pression that $904,000,000 would cover !
cannot be doubted that the rejection
the
losses sustained by the govern -1 hour per break horsepower from gaso
e f the pact deprives France of one of
line as well as for alcohol.
In this
the guarantees which formed part of ment during federal control, nor j comparison it is of decided interest
the very essence o f the treaty. With should it be inferred that $225,000,000 j that the thermal value of alcohol is
shown as the additional loss the gov
the neutralization o f the left bank of
ernment will suffer becaue of federal j only 610 that of gasoline— a fad
the Rhine, urged by Marshal Foch,
which explains the persistence of the
whose memorandum was strongly sup control is the only loss which the
government will sustain because

of

ported by Premier Clemenceau, the
roads o f invasion o f France from the the federal control and operation of
east would have been closed and the the railroads .
“Aside from the question of the
security o f the country assured. To
claims of under-maintenance made by
renounce guarantees of such import
the railroads, the loss of interest to
ance, which appeared at first to be
the government on appropriations
only real ones, equivalent guarantees
made for the operation of the roads,
o f security were absolutely necessary.
it must be remembered that the gov
President Wilson had promised us
ernment will have an investment
them and they were given us in the
in railroad securities, arising from
treaty. Rejection of the treaty leaves
federal
control,
of
$862,000,000.
us with the league of nations, which
Many of these loans were made
is incomplete and which is a symbol, j
to weaker roads in order to prevent
not an instrument of action.
receiverships during federal control.
“ On the other hand, the guarantee
No one will contend that the governing pact ratified by Great Britain has
ment will realize the full amount in
no practical value since it cannot
come into operation unless the United vested in these securities.
“Assuming that the railroad securi
States ratifies what her
official
ties owned by the government would
representative has signed in her
shrink $250,000,000 by the present
name.”
|conversion into cash, the total loss to

experimenters better
else.

than

anything

"Heretofore the obstacles in the wav
of a universal adoption of alcohol as
motor fuel lay in the difficulty of find
ing a raw material that could be secur
ed sufficiently cheap to punier
the
making of alcohol for fuel uses profit
able.
“ And now conn1 prohibition, molasses
and alcohol in quantities
practically
as unlimited as the former
supplies
of that, delectable dainty of the g-eg
shop - rum.
“ In Britain where gasoline is mu h
more expensive than it is here,
the

industry and many other substances
yielding sugar, starch or cellulose will
be utilized in this fashion.
“According to the British committee
appointed to investigate the merits of
‘power alcohol,’ the fundamental at
traction of alcohol lies in the fact that
its chief sources are found in the vege
table world. In consequence the raw
materials for the manufacture of
power alcohol are being continuously
renewed and are susceptible of great
expansion without encroachment on

the food supply.
“Rather

Our late antagonists, the Germans,

interesting

experiments

long before the war, had developed

a
were made with alcohol derived from system of industrial alcohol mansthe flowers of the maliua trees grow facture under which every fanner
ing in the East Indies. It is said that could produce his own motor fuel. The
the sundried flowers of this tree con circumstance
that
our own o i l
tain something like 60 per cent of resources are so abundant may delay
fermentable sugar and that they can similar development in the United
be collected and delivered to the States. There is no doubt, however,

factory in the zone of growth at $7.50 j that alcohol for motor fuel purposes
per ton. One ton of those leaves |looms more important and more
produces 90 gallons of alcohol.
premising than ever.”

ERE is a big seven passenger touring car o f excep
tional character— the Buick M odel K Forty-Nine.

H

It is an individual car— one that m eets a m ore exacting require
m ent than the ordinary types In w hich larger carrying capacity Is
dem anded.
For city or country driving this big, room y B uick fu lfills the d e
m ands o f each ow ner, particularly those w ho desire a fam ily car o f
beauty, com fort and econom y.
Its popularity in dem and and selection conclusively proves the
choice o f the m a jo rity o f all su ch buyers— and each day finds
additional purchasers placing orders for future delivery.

Price* f.o .4 . Flint, Michigan
Modal K-44
Model K-4S

-

$1893.00
(1595.00

Model 1C-46
Model K-4f

-

ims.oo
(MS8.00

M oM K dl
Model K-M

.

(IMS.OO

M ete Rwmimmd A artt X, 1930

question of finding a substitute fuel
has recently received renewed atten
tion. A committee has been appojn;
od which, after exhaustive
testof
subject, is convinced that alcohol u s
motor find has great possibilities and

that the by-products
of
the
sue m
Feel No Bitterness, No Fear
j the government chargeable to federal
“ You must understand the feeling ! control and operation of railroads
aroused In France, to which has been ! amounts to $1,375,000,000.”
entrusted the guardianship of liberty
without being given means of fulfill NIAGARA PLAYED
to pat off to-day’s
to-day’ doty until to- ■
ing such a glorious,, but , formidable
BIG PART IN WAR morrow. I f your s to m a ch is
mission. However, we feel no bitter
acid-distarbed take
Aside from the marvellous beauty
ness, and we have no fear. The past of Niagara falls, it is a great economic
makes us confident of the future. We asset. T h * descent of the stream at
remember with gratitude the admir the falls and in the rapids just above
able effort of the American people, would produce a water power equal to
the new aid to digestion comfort
and we have confidence in their faith 3,000,000 horsepower. But the develop
todaym A pleasant relief from
ful friendship, which needs not to be ment of that power would involve the
the discomfort o f acid-dyspepsia.
sealed on official parchment to become diversion of the river from its channel
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
effective, should necessity arise.
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
and the destruction of the cataract
__________________ 19-6a.
“ The American Senate has acted as a scenic feature.
within its constitutional rights and we
After a beginning had been made in
are not frightened by reservations i the utilization of the power by appi
proposed here. Politics calls
i priating a part of the water, agitation
realities, and it is bcause I face reali- was begun by champions of scenic
tie* that I preserve entire confidence., beauty which' resulted in a treaty la
All the senators who voted for the ing signed by the governments of the
treaty are friends of France, and United States and Canada regulating
France knows what it owes to the the amount of water that might be
tenacity of their efforts. On the other used for power purposes.
S-i
hand, how many opponents of the
By means of powerful grinding ma
treaty are there who hastened the chinery made possible by the tremend
hoar of American intervention through ous force of the falls, Niagara play. .!
demanding it with eloquent energy? a big part in war preparations. It
Yonr internal affairs concern your lengthened the lives ot big gun-,
selves, but the United States is an multiplied the power and number of
inseparable part of the peace and pros shells, protected engine axles and car
perity o f the world.”
wheels from failure in the rush ot
The former premier, who has always material to the front. All those and
been deeply interested In American many other things Niagara was able to
affairs, recalled his visit to the United do without detracting materiall - ■ ,m
States with the Champlain mission in its beauty and without exbau-ting
1912, and said in conclusion:
the amount of water allowed by t i c
“ An equilibr'um will be established treaty.
in the end by which your country will
If t
play a great, perhaps even a leading
role. Between the admirable democ
racy o f America and the democracy j
France there is no opposition, either
in ideas, feeling or interests. And to-^
morrow will be as yesterday.”
! A fter you eat—always take
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When Better Automobiles Are Built, Buick Will Build Them

S. Bean, Aroostook Co. Agt., Presque Isle

Unusual V alue-In Tires
for the Smaller Cars

W

1

U. S. RAIL LOSS $1,129,000,000
Total loss o f the government growfORYOOR AClD-StOMACTt)
iBff ont o f federal control of the rail
Instantly relieves Heartburn,Bloat
roads was estimated by the House ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring,
appropriation committee at more than repeating, and all stomach miseries.
91,129,600,000. This includes the $225,900,000 estimated as guarantees to
th f roads under the terms of the
transportation act.
figg today. You will Ma.
Tho actual loss during the 26
For Bale by O. F. French & Son
o f active government control
Houlton, Maine
wgs placed at $904,000,000. The com-

PE-RU -N A

N ot only is characteristic Goodyear merit
conspicuous in G oodyearT iresfor the smaller
cars, but ordinarily the first cost is found to
be not greater than that o f other tires; often
it is actually less.
The combination o f unusual value in first
cost and very low final cost, o f course, is a
result o f Goodyear experience, expertness
and care em ployed as insistently in the mak
ing o f 30x3-, 30 x 3 1/2- and 31x4*inch tires
as it is in the construction o f the famous
Goodyear Cord Tires used on the highestpriced automobiles.
For this reason m ore cars using these sizes
were factory-equipped last year with G ood
year Tires than w ith any otner kind.
Get this unusual tire value to en joy o n your
Ford, Chevrolet, D ort, M axw ell, or other
car using one o f these sizes, at the nearest
G oodyear Service Station. Get these tires
and G oodyear H eavy Tourist Tubes at this
station.

*4 »

M ade M e a WeU M an

H r. Louis Young, 1652 Suffered thirty
Q lffO rd S t* Rochester, N .
years with

Y * writes:

*1 suffered fo r thirty years
With chronlo hew el trouble, atomM h treable s a l toaionrhaaee o f

fto lowolsb
We bought a bottle o f Peruna
and I took it faith fu lly, and 1
topaa <e foel totter.

stomach
trouble and
hemorrhages of the bowels.

My w ife persuaded me to con
tinue, and 1 took it for some
tune aa directed. Yow I am a

weU m b /*

30x3% Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread-----

•

WE ARE

Exclusive
A gents
— —■
FOR
W e invite householders
GENERALLY TO CALL AND SEE
SAM PLES O F THESE FINISHES.
Ev e r y product g u a ra n teed
F O R Q U A L IT Y A N D S E R V I C E .
H O U LTO N G R A N G E ST O R E
Houlton, Maine

$2352

30x3% Goodyear Single-Cure * 'V -f cn
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread______ * L 1 —

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are^thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes of less merit. 30x3 V2 size in w ater- * s c q
p r o o f bag ... ................ .............. ............... ...... ......... ® ‘ fr

<sW‘
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CANADIAN WAR MEMORIAL
The Canadian Bureau of Informa
tion announced that word had been
received in Ottawa that Sir Qeorge
Parley, Canadian High Commissioner
in England, had returned to London

I M
Good Investments are
Now Bargains

from France, bringing with him the
deeda of the site for the Canadian
battlefield memorial at Bourlon Wood.
The property was turned over by the
Count de Francqueville, and a special
decree of the French Parliament was
necessary for the transfer of the gift
from a French citizen to a foreign gov

Only one thing has been cheap
through the reconstruction peri
od:

ernment.
Bourlon Wood, like Sanctuary Wood
and Polygon Wood, near Ypres, will
hold an imperishable place in the an
nals of the Canadian Expeditionary
Force. It first came into prominence
when General Sir Julian Byng, in com
mand of the Third British Army, made
a surprise attack on the Germans in
November 1917, without the usual pre
liminary bombardment. The attack on
the Wood was a great success at first,
but the British had to abandon some
o f their gains after tremendous count
er attacks.
The section, however, remained in
the hands of the enemy until the
Canadian forces on Sept. 27, 1918,
launched a brilliant attack which en

M

E

N S E ^ t

Smoke & Water

INVESTMENTS !

Right today is the time to buy
investments.
Of the investments particularly
desirable for Maine investors,
Central Maine Power Company
1% Cumulative Preferred stock
has proved the leader.
There must be some excellent
reasons.
If you would like to know what
they are, please drop us a card
and let us send you the informa
tion.

Our entire stock of Dry Goods and
Ladies Furnishings will be placed
---------—-------on sale —......... —--------

abled them to cross the Canal du
Nord and to press on through Bourlon
Wood and envelop Cambrai.
The
severity of the fighting between Aug.
22 and Oct. 11 may be judged by the
casualties which the corps sustained.
The number killed, wounded and miss
ing amounted to 1,544 officers and 29,2f>3 of other ranks. Of this number,
24,509 were wounded.

CentralMainePowerCo.
Augusta, Maine

Friday m orning
M

A Y

Directed by
Allan Dwan
Supervised by

D. W . Griffith

Dream
j ) o R ^ T H Y

G l J ' H

<«

•i

B E T T Y of G R £ Y J T O N E
t R lA N & U

PLAY

W e cannot refund, charge or refund any
goods during this sale

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
Houlton, Maine

Frank P. Berry
Houlton, Maine
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In accordance with Chapter 189,
Public Laws 1917, I hereby advertise
the sale of the timber on the Public
Lots in Molunkus Plantation, for the
i logging season of 1920 and 1921.
Farm number 100. in
Arrowsic,
FORREST H. COLBY,
State Land Agent.
$2000, 47 acres, good pasture, quite a .
•>
317
lot o f hard and soft wood, small or 1
chard, 8 room house, big cellar, fair
sized barn.

Farms on Salt
W ater

Farm number 101, in Harpswell,
$8,000, one mile from boat landing
shore, 22 acres, good pasture, some
apple trees. 10 room house, good barn
with cellar, hen house, wood shed and
carriage house all in good condition.
An elegant place to take summer
-hoarders, has shore frontage of 15 orj
2$ rods.
;
Farm number D 119, in Brunswick,
3 miles out, $3600, 2 miles to electric
road, 1*3 mile to school, 100 acres, 60
in as fine a field as lays outride for
potatoes or hay, 76 nice apple trees, 8
room house, 40x60 barn, 20x40 garage,
hen house, all painted In excellent
shape, cuts 35 tons hay.
This is a ;
real bargain.
Two miles from salt j
water.
t
iWfci'*

j

Spring is Here
S o ’s the

1920, on reading
it is—

the

foregoing

petition, O rdered b y the C ou rt, T h a t a h e a r in g
! be had upon the same on the 11th day of
O rdered by the C o u rt, That a hearing June, A. D., 1920, before said Court
be had upon the same on the 11th day of at Bangor in said District, Northern
June, A. T>.. 1920, before said Court Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
at Bangor in said District, Northern and that notice thereof be published In
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
and that notice thereof be published in In said District, Northern Division, and
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed that all known creditors and other per
in said District, Northern Division, and sons in interest, may appear at the said
that all known creditors and other per time and place, and show cause, if any
sons in interest, may appear at the said they have, why the prayer of said peti
time and place, and show cause, if any tioner should not be granted.
they have, why the prayer of said peti
A n d it is fu rth e r O rdered by the C ou rt,
tioner should not be granted.
That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all
A n d it is F u rth e r Ordered by the C ou rt,
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by known creditors copies of said petition
mail to all known creditors copies of said and this order, addressed to them at
petition and this order, addressed to their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
them at their places of residence Tts
Judge of the said Court, and the sea)
staff'd.
Witness the Honorable. Clarence Hale, thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
Judge of the said Court, and the seal sion of said District on he 1st day of May
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi A. D., 1920.
sion of said D i s t r i c t on he 1st day ol Ma\
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
A. D.. 1920.
Deputy Clerk.
A
true
copy
of
petition
and order thereon
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk.
Attest;
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
D e p u ty C lerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEHAN
Deputy Clerk.

B .F . A.
C IG A R

and we will call for your Tires and Tubes ahd
return them to you in first closs condition.
Our Reliners will give satisfactory service be
cause we cement them to the casing and guaran
tee them not to slip. Complete line of Acces
sories, new and second hand Tires and Tubes.
Prices Right

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.
Poone 361-M

Rear Thomas’ Barber Shop

B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
D IS C H A R G E

It’s the universal choice
of all smokers who relish
a good smoke— All
dealers.

Farm nufflflSSFTlS, on d?&c& Bay,
FYeeport, a bargain $5700, 4 miles out,
school % mile, 150 acres, SOM lumber. 1
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
wood home use, 85 acres clear field,!
D IS C H A R G E
6$ acres pasture, cuts 100 tons hays, |In the matter of
|
| In Bankruptcy
apples, pears and plums, 11 room house Silas K. Cummings
Bankrupt. |
one large and one small barn.

In the matter of
I
Fred W. McBuniie. in
dividually and as a mem
ber of the co-partner! In Bankruptcy
ship of F. W . McBurnie
and Company
Bankrupt.)
i To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
1 District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine,
i FREI) \V. McBl’ RNIE of Bresque Isle
1In
the Count v of Aroostook, and
i State of Maine, in said District respect|fully represents that on the 21st day ot
I August.
las*
past,
he
was duly
adjudged bankrupt individually and as a
j member of the co-partnership of K. W.
; McBurnie
Company under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
W h e re fo re he prays, That lie individual
ly and as a member of said co-partnership
may be decreed by the Court to have a
full dishcarge from all debts provable against his estate under said bankruptev
Acts, except such debts as are excepted
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 2*!tb day of April. A. D., 192**

f t N c e
T he mark that makes you sure
sure of style
sure of value

Exceedingly smart for street wear

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
Farm number 135, centrally located,
the District of Maine.
SILAS it. CUMMINGS of New Limerick
near three large towns, 3 miles from
FhdUfUl Highway on good road, $20,-1in the County of Aroostook,
and
of Maine, in said District respect
100 acres land, one million ft. of State
fully represents, that on the 12th day ot
Mack growth, 1000 to 2000 cords of February, 1920, last past, he was duly
makefable wood, cuts 100 tons hay, adjudged bankrupt as aforesaid under
buildings fitted up as a gentleman’s the Acts of Congress relating to Bank
teeidence with all conveniences, good ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
all his property and rights of property,
water supply in house and barn, gar and has fully complied with all the re
age, small tenant house and barn, all quirements of said Acts and of the
buildings nearly new, land in high orders of Court touching his bank
o f cultivation. Potato Farmer, ruptcy.
W h e re fo re h$- p ra y s, That he may be
chance.
You can auto to this decreed by the Court to have a full dis
9 to 12 months in the year.
charge from all debts provable against
FRED W. MeBURN IE
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
Bankrupt
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge.
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
Dated this 24th day of March. A. D. 1920
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
SILAS R. CUMMINGS,
Reef Estate Bought and Sold
(Mi t ic
1st day ot
May,
A
I 1.
Bankrupt.

is this new La France O xford with
its Cuban heel.
And the La France trade-mark offers you
assurance that it will he not only comfortable
hut extremely serviceable as well.
W e have this Oxford in both black and brown
kici, and it is charmim* in either material.
Come in and let us nt >ou with a. pair.

C. L. Douglas

O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
Odd Fellows Block, Brunswick, Maine District
of Maine, Northern Division, ss
You can Make Your Own Terms
On the 1st day of May, A.
D.

1920.
It is

on reading

t lie foregoing

Model No. 613

PALMER’S SHOE STORE

petition.

Electric Shop

Announcem ent
%

CALL 3 6 1 - M

tow n

HOME

Lighting and
Repairing

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

E desire to announce to our many
friends that we, the undersigned,
have purchased the old establish

ed business of the McCluskey Hardware Co.
and will continue the business under that
name.

It is our intention to carry in stock

at all times, a full line of Builders Hardware
and Supplies, Fancy

Hardware, Farming

Tools, Blacksmith Supplies and Coal, in fact,
all goods to be found in an up-to-date hard
ware store. q W e extend a cordial invita
tion to you to call on us when in need of
anything in our line.
Respectfully yours,
H ARRY L. WHITED
WILLIAM J. GRIFFIN

“ D ELC O -LIG H T is the Best
Time and Labor Saver

Aroostook People are

on M y Farm ”

Buying It

That’s what many users say.

Over a hundred

thousand iambics located in all parts of the world,

Central Maine Power Company
7% Cumulative Preferred Stock
promises to be as popular in
Aroostook couty as it is in our
own territory— where one out of
every ten of the Company cus
tomers own the stock.

are enthusiastic about Delco-Light.

This is proof

o f the satislaetion Delco-Light gives.

It is an in

dication of the high place Delco-Light holds in the
hearts of those who use it.

The reception in Aroostook has
been most gratifying.

Clean, safe electric lights make the house, barns

Your neighbors are buying.

does the pumping, separating, churning, washing,

a ir cooled— ball bearings— no belts— only one

Why not find out for yourself
their reaons for considering this
preferred stock preferable to all
other securities for the Aroostoojt investors?

ironing, sweeping and a score of other tasks.

place to oil— thick plates— long-li ved b a tt e r y -

and premises as bright as day.

Electric power

Greater convenience and comfort come to those

who have Delco-Light.

i
i
i

complete electric light and p ow er p lan t f o r

fa rm s

and country homes, self-cranking —

runs on kerosene.

Valve-in-Head M otor•

Write or call for catalog, prices
and further interesting details

A post card will bring you the in
formation.

A

Over

MAINE ELECTRIC UGHT &

100,000

POWER CO.

Satisfied Users

Frank R. Blake, Mgr.

17 Franklin St.,

C entralM alneP ow erC o.
Augusta, Maine

Phone 2401

Bangor, Maine
Res. 1242

Manufactured by
DELCO-LIGHT COMPANY, Dayton, Otde

AGENTS W ANTED

There’s a Satisfied User Near You
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conditions, it is interesting to note
that the scant loading of freight cars
A leading Mexican paper, the is holding back the general movement.
Excelsior, of Mexico City, has ana The Railway Age calls attention to
lysed the reasons for the present fall this. The present transportation situ
ing off in immigration \o the United ation is critical because of the condi
States. From the very beginning, it tion of the roads. They are unable to
nays, the United States became a handle the traffic offered, and delay
great suction pump for all the surplus here means further strain of credit
man-power of the world. From the through non-delivery of goods and it
four points of the compass there be moans also lower ratios of4 produc
gan to flow to “ that storehouse of
tion.
wealth, that cradle of liberties, that
Even if normal conditions with
i f nH of peace, all men of ambition
respect to the handling of freight
and enterprise who failed to And on traffic existed, it would be impossible
the class-ridden European continent for the railways, with their present
•pportunitle. of w ort and p r o je c t * j iacui'tiesr t o handle‘ all the business

FINANCIAL LETTER

o f betterment, a sufficiency of liberty ! that would be offered to them. There
from burdensome taxa ! is an urgent demand for more freight
tion. and who, moreover, were moved cars, but freight-car capacity is not
to emigrate by compulsory military being used to anywhere near its full
•onrice.”
extent.
Tear after year, it says, statistics
The amount of freight that can be
:revealed an almost unbelievable in- moved with existing facilities is
•crease in population, due to the flood absolutely dependent upon how much
•at immigrants which were incorporat freight has been loaded into every
ing themselves into the national life car and how many miles a day every
almost as completely as the very car can be made to travels _ .
natives of that prosperous land of
The average capacity of the freight
liberty. It seemed, this paper says, cars of this country exceeds 40 tons.
that the human exodus toward North The average tons loaded per doaded
America must continue and even in- car at present is only about 28 tons.
-erease after thq war, as continued It should be easily practicable to in
conflict, destruction of wealth, lack of crease this average loading 10 to 15
work and high taxes would swell the per cent. The effect would be to make
tide.
it possible for the railroads to handle
But, it says, it has not turned out 10 or 15 per cent, more freight busi
•so. Not only has the flow ceased, but ness than they other.
th e current has turned in the other
Some shippers’ organizations, recog
•direction.
nizing this situation, are carrying on

oad freedom

a campaign among their members to
Remedies for Abnormal Conditions
The public is not yet organized, but induce them to increase the loading
Every individual shipper
it is aroused. It showed its teeth in of cars.
should
make
this his business in his
th e railroad strike. It refused to be
starved. It put itself into harness to j owr* interest and in the interest of the
run trains, and it demonstrated that j whole country.
fuel and food by motor truck could p Here again the righting of condibe furnished in sufficient amount to Jtions depends upon individual initia
.avoid danger. This spirit of public tive, universally adopted,
defense in case of emergencies is t o !
J s - BACHE & CO.
be organized. The Chamber of Com -;
---------------------merce of the State of New York, at a
LLOYD GEORGE
special meeting this week, appointed :
PITIES GERMANY
a Committee on Public Welfare to |
organize the people to protect the : Premier Lloyd George regards Ger
public Interest in case of future' many as a paralytic. Moreover, he
strikes. Three hundred and fifty j thinks that Germany should be treat
prominent business men
pledged: ed as a paralytic until she is able to
themselves to support the plan. The j walk. When she is able to walk she
Committee has in charge the perfect-1 will be able to work better.
log of a plan whereby the public may, | This opinion by the British premier
be volunteer service, aid in maintain-! may be taken as a basis for policy at
log the transportation of passengers,! San Remo.
food and fuel, and in assisting the r Mr. Lloyd George indicated very
duly constituted authorities in pre I clearly that he considered that it
|would be wise to await further deserving law and order.
into
The denim or overall movement is velopments before launching
another indication that the public is ! wholesale condemnation of Germany
aroused; in this instance, against the j as guilty of bad faith. “Germany is
“There is no
high cost of clothing and as a protest paralyzed,” he said.
against profiteering of the manu i proper connection between the centre
The govern
facturer and the merchant.
Old- 1and the extremities.
clothes clubs also are being formed. ment's orders are not obeyed. The
If these movements become widely brain orders the hand to do some
extended, as they bid fair to be, they thing; but the hand does not act.
will tend to reduce the price of expen That is my impression of Germafiy
sive goods by reducing the demand gained from the reports of our mili
tary experts in Germany whom I have
for them.
Some of the larger shops are aiding consulted.
“ I am convinced that Germany is
the movement for lower prices by
cutting out high-priced and extrava disorganized and disjoined, and be
gant goods. The Allied Shoe Trade cause that is so, is not able of work
Association of Maryland recognizes ing as a unit. As for Germany being
the principle and furnishes a pamph capable of a military coup d'etat
let with each pair of shoes sold by its against the allies at this time, that
members, in which It declares that it appears to me absurd. That may be
is possible for any person to be cor true tomorrow, but then tomorrow is
rectly and comfortably shod at a another day.”
The prime minister went on to give
reasonable price. It says: “When
values are leaping upward, it is evidence in support of his conviction
always the newest styles that are that Germany was in a bad way.
“ There is no doubt,” he said, "that
made ftom the highest materials and
every good shoe man has practical, there are children in Germany tonight
good lookiflg shoes on his shelves at who are hungry. I have seen a report
'old prices.’ The time has arrived that whereas 3200 calories are needed
when the public must buy with care to feed a human being, the Germans
and thought of shoe service and must
curb t.ne desire for the new and ultra.”
If the sentiment for eaving becomes I
widespread enough, the example set j
may be beneficial in developing, I
am ong high-wage earners, less desire {
to buy extravagant things. By releas-1
ing labor from the manufacture o f '
luxuries, larger man-forc will be
available in the production of necessi- j
ties.
One main reason why retail pro-1
flteerlng. large and small, is so ram -1
east, is the d isreg ard o f the price 1
level by the public—a willingness to
pay whatever is asked. It is encourag-;
ing to note some reaction from this
attitude, and this, after all, is the
most important deduction from the j
overall and other similar movements
— namely, that the American public ;
is awaking from its torpor as t o '
extortionate prices, will no lon ger:
stand for them, and will take drastic j
means, if necessary, so that it need j
act.
Part of the price has been due to
the fact that the people, when the
American part of the war began and ;
prices commenced to go up, at first j
resisted a little, but finally yielding, |
a s if to the inevitable, lost all idea o f ;
former canniness in purchasing, and |
paid the advancing prices without !
protest. All sense of resistance dis
\tur ::: s h & d o m e s t ic ]
appeared. This is why the merchant
BLEND
has been able to put any price he
C 1 C A R I T T I S
pleased upon a reputedly sca rce ,
article and find people eager to get j
it. If this all stops and people will j
anly carefully scrutinize prices, and ;
if they are too high, refuse to take
the article, it will go a long way
toward bringing down prices.
Mer- j
chants, in buying of manufacturers, j
should use the same methods.
|
One of the great obstacles to |
adequate production is the under-1
efficiency of labor.
The task of j
remedying this, as long as labor j
shortage continues, is an individual;
sue for each proprietor. The workman ;
w ill have to be educated to the desir-;
ability of helping on the general inter- j
■eat and co-operation— a difficult task, j

Waste In Loading Freight Cars
At a time when every pound of
■efficiency In required to reach normal

PAGE NINE

in the whole district under our super
When completed, about July 1, this
Mr. Blake is reluctant to speak of UP
’vili no doubt attract settlers
vision are receiving only 1500 calories system will connect Boston and Ban his knowledge of the northern hinter- ■
agricultural as well as mineral
a day. Everyone agrees that that is gor. Without constructing any addi
pursuits.
land over which he has traveled until
tional circuits, the special equipment
not enough.”
will provide the equivalent of four ad his work is completed and a full
A s to German Arm y
ditional lines. It will make possible report made to the English interests
Asked what he would do with regard
five conversations between 10 people he represents. He has no hesitation,
to the request that the German govern
over a single circuit at one time.
however, in saying that the Ungava is
ment be allowed to keep an army of
For example, one telephone sub- rich with mineral resources that will
200,000 men instead of 100,000 he
csriber in Worcester, one in New Bed- in the near futue attract brains and
replied that he would await the judg- for(, Qnp in Lowfill one in
Waltham capital for investment. He also says
ment of his military experts.
and one in East Boston can talk that there is a rich forest of timber
“The whole question,” he said, “is simultaneously over one Boston to
from tlie Lake St. John region to the
whether or not Germany needs 200,000 Bangor circuit with five other sub- ,
Misstassini, and a wealth of water
men to keep order. For the good of scribers in Bangor, Millinocket, Bar
power for the development of in
Europe, order must be maintained in Harbor, Calais and St. John, N. B.
dustry.
“
Germany.
If 100,000 men are not
It will also be possible to use this
Speaking of the climate and agri
enough, then Berlin should have 200,- multiplex system in such a way that j
cultural possibilities, Mr. Blake safd:
000. If 100,000 are enough, then she the equivalent of 20 telegraph circuits
“The climate of the north is not severe
ought not to have another man. That’s may be established on one telephone ‘
after one has become accustomed to
all I see in the question.”
Promotes assimilation so as to se
circuit, although the system will not it. The temperature is about the same
cure full nutritive value o f food,
When the premier was reminded of j
utilized for telegraph purposes a t ; as the Lake St. John district, but dry,
the argument that the nature of the I present.
■bracing and healthy. There is one
and to give strength to the whole
military force in Germany presaged j
Special terminal apparatus will be j good advantage; the further north we
system. A well-known Justice o f
another coup d’etat like that ot' Kapp. j installed in the central office at Wake- jproceed the longer the daylight will be
the Peace in Indiana says H ood 's
he replied:
j hold and at Bangor, and special inter- 1 besides, when we pass the Laurentian
Sarsaparilla made “ food taste
“But Kapp failed. What did he do? mediate apparatus will be placed in I mountains and reach the height of
good,” as after taking three bot
With 4000 men he marched into Berlin the Portland central office.
tles he eats three hearty meals a
land the country’ is flat and even and
day, works hard and sleeps well.
and thus took control of the seat of
in excellent condition for the building
It will help you to do this. F ifty
government. After he had done that j
WILL EXPLORE UNGAVA WILDS of railways, possibilities of agriculture
years’ phenomenal sales prove its
he sat down and looked foolish. There j
are similar to the Lake St. John
H. L. B’’. Blake, C. E., explorer and j
merit.
Prepared
by
educated
is nothing in that argument.”
district and when the region is opened
pharmacists. Get a bottle todav.
mineralogist, with his assistant ex- j
i
plorer, Mr. Cusperson, Mr. Elkington,1
Bolshevism in Germany
When asked if he believed in the C. E., and Dr. George Corbett of
existence or bolshevism in Germany, Ottawa, and six other assistants, will
he replied that he thought there was ! leave Quebec for an exploring expedi
some real potential danger, but he i tion into the Ungava regions of north
added: “The German is not by nature ; ern Quebec and will not return until
a bolshevist. He is too used to discip-: the end of next October, says a Cana
dian Press dispatch.
line.”
Mr. Blake and party who represent
Asked point blank if it were true
that he had proposed officially at San a wealthy syndicate of English inter
R?mo, the revision of the Versailles ests, will proceed over the Quebec &
IT IS PLEASANT
treaty, he replied most emphatically Lake St. John railway to St. Felicien, j
where
they
will
collect
their
supplies
in the negative.
!
AND PROFITABLE
Montagnais
“ 1 have never,” he said, “ in public - and meet a party of
to have the Houlton Trust Company
or in private proposed revision of the Indians already engaged with dogs,
as your depositary— assuring safety
treaty with Germany. I publicly op sleds and canoes and then will procede
for funds and excellent service in the
posed it when Asquith proposed it in north to Chibougamou en route to Lake
transaction
of all banking business.
Miss
tassini,
thence
north
to
Lake
the House of Commons four weel<s
Consult
us
freely about your re
Niehinsen
and
from
the
latter
point
ago. I do not believe it necessary to
quirements.
revise the treaty. It contains protec proceed north as far as possible, with
tion for the allies. It contains clauses the object of coming out between the
Checking Accounts are solicited.
which are for the good of Germany. Bay of Seven Islands and Anticosti.
The trip into the Ungava region by
I trust I have made myself clear on
Mr. Blake and party will be the fourth
that point.”
to he made in tin* interest of this
syndicate, which expects to get into
INSTALLS NOVEL
that country within the ’'ext
two !
TELEPHONE DEVICE years, and develop its rich mineral |
Work has started on the installation resources. The expedition has been ^
organized
from
previous
of telephone equipment
which will carefully
give New England the second multi experience and nothing has been
plex telephone system in the world omitted to achieve the success sought
directed over
ordinary
telephone after. Dr. Corbet! of Ottawa is going
wires.
as a physician in case of need.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
M akes Food
Taste Good;

Creates an Appetite]
Aids Digestion
Purifies the Blood '

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho lilt on,Maine

Colds in the Chest or Bronchitis
An Old Family
Doctor's
Favorite
Prescription

Sure to tiring colds, eought. chills,
grip or something worse. Be prepar
ed with

BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
The bm-t emergeney remedy.
Have
a bottle always in the family nvdicine
closet.
Non-alcoholic.
Safe for
children. Sold everywhere.

You Will Use Less Coffee Per Cup
The Coffee
Maine Folks

H o u l t o n Sa v i n g s B a

n k

H b U J T O N , M A IN E ’

Like
Lees coffee means real economy. Surely you will vrish to practise real econ
omy these days. Buy the Yellow Label round carton, lettered in black and gold,
of your dealer. Premium coupon in each.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Maine
( 119)

No sir-ee, bob!

Per ma nent 3rd Li berty
Bonds

N o p re m iu m s w ith
C a m e ls— a ll q u a lity !

W e will exchange these for Tem porary
Bonds now in circulation, free of charge
for the service

AM ELS quality plus Camels ex

C
choice Domestic tobaccos pass out the
pert blend of choice Turkish and

most wonderful cigarette smoke you
ever drew into yotir mouth!
And, the way to prove that
statement is to compare Camels
puff-by-puff with agy cigarette in
the world!
Camels have a mild mellowness that
is as new to you as it is delightful.
Yet, that desirable “ body” is all there!
They are always refreshing— the}}
never tire your taste.

First National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

MOTHER
AW AY

PACKS

THE W IN TE R

T H IN G S

't &

e 'f a w

e

j

M

c

Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty
aftertaste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor!
Your say-so about Camels will be:
“My, but that’s a great cigarette’ \
C a m e la a r e s o l d e v e r y w h e r e in scie n tific a lly s e a le d
p a c k a g e s o f 2 0 cig a re tte s ; o r te n p a c k a g e s ( 2 0 0
c ig a r e tte s ) in a g l a s a in e - p a p e r - c o v e r e d carton.
We
S t r o n g ly r e c o m m e n d t h is c a rt o n for the h o m e o r office
CUPp ly o r w h en y o u tra v e l

R. J. REY N O LD S T O B A C C O CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

---- B R O A D W A Y
Next to E lk s Club

P H A R M A C Y ----

P rescription D ru ggist

M ain Street
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SURROUNDING

-

$2413.50 pledged for the work. The | Mark Rideout returned home SaturMr. F. A. Peabody from the Rotary
following members are doing the day from Houlton, where he served assistant manager of base ball.
Club gave a lecture on insurance.
work: Rev. M. H. Turner, Mrs. C. B. as jury man.
The Senior parts have been given
M. A. Randall returned Saturday
Porter, campaign director, C B Porter
Monday, May 3, Hon. Charles P.
minute man, Frank Griffith, Mrs W. from Sherman, where he purchased a as follows: Beatrice Currie, valedic Barnes gave a lecture on professions.
car
load
of
beef.
O. Briggs, Mrs. M. H. Turner, Mabel
tory; Dorothy Hatfield, salutatory.
He also represented the Rotary Club.
Mrs. John Pryor is very ill with no
Coy, Mrs. Waldo Carmichael, Mildred
Bruce and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Car hope of a recovery. Her son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pryor, are car
michael.
ing for her.
Velmar Collins, who has been em
OAKHELD
ployed at Central Hotel, finished her
Mr. J. S. Lougee recently purchased duties last week and returned to her
a new Ford Truck.
home in Robinson.
Mr. Irving Bates of Moro was a
Elder David McClouskey and wife,
business caller in town this week.
who have been spending the winter
is the [time to feed Veterinary
Mrs. Ruth Crandall attended the in Boston, returned on Tuesday, being
Auto Show at Fort Fairfield, Thurs recalled by the serious illness of their
Remedies. W e are sole agents
day.
little grandson.
for
Avalon
Farms
Remedies and have a complete
Mrs. Philip Show of Ludlow spent a
The concerts given by the World
few days last week with Mrs. Frank Wide Guild, assisted by Miss Webster’s
line. W e especially recommend their Hog Tone*
E. Baker.
.....................................
^ ^ ____
class, realized over ........_
$34.00. This
goes_
Mrs. Neal Robertson is at a Bangor j t()
fun(| i)eing raised by the Guilds
More pork for less money. Let us show it to you

—

TOWNS

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephson of
Ludlow were guests of Mrs. Edward
Henderson last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henderson of
Green Road, N. B., were the guests of
Mr. Ernest Turney, Sunday.
Mrs. Deliah Campbell and Mrs.
Emma Morrill of Bangor were the
guests of Mrs. and Orrin Taylor, Sun
day.
Mr. Robert Henderson, who has
typhoid fever, is resting quite easy at
this writing. He is at his sisters, Mrs.
LETTER B
T. P. Packard, Supt. of schools, was Edith Lowery in Houlton.
hospital for treatment. Her nianj j
jsjorthern Baptist Convention
a caller In this town last week.
friends hope for a speedy recovery,
j jor itnother pavilion at Swatow, China,
Kingman Snell of Westfield spent
Miss Mary Callaghan, Principal of j jn
Mission school where Miss
LINNEUS
the week-end with his mother, Mrs
the Oakfleld Station school, spent the I ^bbie Sanderson is labouring,
Mrs.
Vincent
Bither
visited
relatives
H. C. Snell.
week-end with her parents at Houlton.,
■
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick in Houlton last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal W . Gerrish have ! r On Saturday afternoon, May 1, the ;
Mr.
Jewett
Adams
spent
Sunday
in
moved into their new Smyrna street Baptist parsonage was the scene of j
were calling on relatives in Littleton
Houlton with relatives.
home recently purchased from L. F. another pretty wedding, when Miss
one evening last week.
Miss Bessie Grant of Presque Isle Bishop
*
Elizabeth Rilcolhns was joined in the |
Miss Wildie Stevens returned home
Mr Irving McFarlan of Smyrna I bonds of holy matrimony to Herbert |
Saturday, having spent several weeks is visiting her sister. Mrs. Harry
Stewart.
with relatives in Houlton.
Mills has accepted a position as clerk |A. Comms, Supt. of buildings and }
Miss Willa Stewart spent several in the grocery department of L. A . , bridges, B. & A. R. R. The double j m
Mr. and Mrs. William Scott of the
I rJng ceremony was used. Owing to the I
Niles Settlement were in this town days last week in Houlton with Miss Barker & Co.
last week in the interests of the New Helen Bither.
Mrs W . E. Mathews was a passenger |illness of her mother, Mrs. Comins <
Miss Lala Hall of Fort Fairfield on the Thursday night Pullman fo r ! wil1 remain at home during the sumChurch Movement.
It will he pleasing news to the many spent several days last week with her New York City, where she expects to I mer. The felicitations of the large
M ends of Mrs. James Gardiner, to mother. Mrs. Mary Hall.
visit for a month
' circle of friends are showered upon j
Mrs. Hamilton J. Ruth spent Satur
know that she has returned home
Mr. John White, manager of the I th|8
popular and highly reputed :
from the Madigan hospital much im day and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Grange store of Smyrna Mills, attend-1 bride.
I
Harry Sawyer in Houlton.
proved in health.
ed the “Merry-Go-Round” photo play j A very pretty home wedding was I
m
Mr. John Little and family and Mrs. at Martin’s Theatre Friday night.
|celebrated at the home of Nelson G. !
Frank Little and daughter Miss Amey
Mr. C. E. Jarvis has recently in - j Niles, P3sq., on Wednehday evening!
MONTICELLO
moved to Houlton last week.
stalled a new Electric Piano in his j last, when Beecher L. Niles was unit- j
m
Mrs. Amos Bailey is very 111 with
Pool Room. The sale was made by j ed in the bonds of wedlock to Miss j
Mrs.
Daniel
Stewart
and
daughter
pneumonia.
the
Hagerman
Music
firm
of
Houlton.
j
Reta
F.
Purdy
of
Robinson,
Me.
The
j
Clarence Jewell has sold his home Miss Willa, spent the first of the week
Mrs. Thomas Pinkham and two j bridegroom served with the C. E. F.
farm on the east road to Mr. John with Mr. Byron Stewart and family children, who have been spending a i in France during the Great War.
in Houlton.
Bridges.
Mr. Perley Maxell and family of few weeks visit with her parents, M r ., Those in attendance were the immedi- 1 m
A large crowd attended the Grange
Houlton
moved onto the Horward and Mrs. Leon Teed, returned home j ate relatives of the contracting parties. ! m
social held in the hall on Saturday
j The double ring ceremony was used
Tingley
farm,
where Mr. Maxell will Friday.
evening.
Sixteen
members
of
the
Utopia
Club
j
and the officiating clergyman was* the j m
Mr. Thomas Wilkins still continues work the coming summer.
met with Mrs. N. C. Martin Friday pastor of the Free Baptist church,
very low, with but slight hope of his
night, where refreshments were served Dainty refreshments were served.
recovery.
LITTLETON
(and
a pleasant evening was enjoyed.
At a meeting called by a warrent ' m
Rev. G. H. Taylor arrived home
has
|
1
^le
t‘lu*)
morr>bers
moot
May
3rd
with
issued
by It. J. Kimball, a Justice of m
Mrs. Charles Campbell, who
Monday night from the M. E. Con
Airs. J. H. Holdon, tho topic being the Peace, the Free Baptist church on
ference. He is to stay here another been ill, is much better.
Tuesday (‘ veiling, April 27th. became m
Don Bubar has purchased the Judson Alai no.
year.
an incorporated body. By-laws were* m
An
evil
woman’s
influence
spread
Tracy
farm
situated
in
the
town
of
Lloyd Folsom, son of A. H. Folsom,
like a curse over three mens lives. adopted, and the following officers
and Miss Bernice Howe were united Houlton.
m
II.
A.
Tompkins;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gray were the Sec the sequel in “ Snored Silenc'’.” ‘ •’ected: Ulerk.
in marriage on Wednesday of last
week-end guests of Mrs. John Parent n William Fox production, starring 'Irens., Airs. Frances AI. Kimball; m
week.
Kimball,
William Russell, at Martin's Th ea tre Business Committee, It. J.
Mrs. H. L. Good left on the six of Monticello.
Frank Fowler has moved to his Friday night. On Saturday night a F. L. Kimball. G. K. Davidson, Howard
o ’clock train Saturday night for Port
m
land, to join her husband who is in a farm home recently purchased from special production featuring Charles S. Sargent and John Jamison. Joseph C.
Ray in a powerful and tragic romance. Smith was made a deacon emeritus.
hospital there for treatment.
He the Crosby heirs.
Rev. Marcus Turner has accepted i
an(i Mrs. L. !
expects to have an operation this
Bishop have All tin proceedings were unanimous,
‘galive vote being cast on any
the
pastorate
of
the
U.
B.
church
for
.
moved
to
their
new
farm recently not ;«
week.
a second year, and began his duties I purchased in New Limerick.
The ballot
on Sunday.
many friends of the Bishops regret to
LUDLOW
Florence, five year old daughter of loose them from the community as
Miss Reta Connors of Houlton is Mr. and Mrs. Orie Titcomb, is threaten they have always been very public
H. H. SCHOOL NOTES
visiting Miss Alice Howland.
ed with appendicitis and is under the spirited, having always been identified
Air Perkins and the Economics
Miss Veronica Haggerty spent the care of Nurse McClain.
with any movements that tended to
week-end with her parents in Little
Mr. and Joseph Hogan and son La uplift and benefit the town.
The class visited Jimmie Belongia's wireton.
Roy of Houlton, were the guests of public will miss them very much, and h’.ss, Monday morning.
Mrs. Mary Rideout spent last week Mrs. Hogan’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. the best wishes of the community go
Many pupils of 11. H. S. witnessed
with her niece, Mrs. Frank Jordan of L. F. Hall on Sunday.
with thorn for their prosperity and the eclipse of the moon Sunday nigh*,
Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lane of Sherman success in their new enterprise.
May 3.
Mr. and Mrs. William Scott of the and Thomas Bragdon of Woodstock.
Niles Settlement, attended church N. B. were recent guests of Mr. and
Tin; senior play cast of H. H. S. will
BRIDGEWATER
here Sunday.
Mrs. Waldo Carmichael.
present their play at Presque Isle on
Miss Kathleen Lunn of Summerfield,
Airs. ( L. Sharp was in 1loulton
Robert Robinson and Harrison DeMay 12th under the auspieous of P. I.
N. B.» is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Witt have purchased Overland cars, recently.
Thomas Hamilton.
and John Tilley and Chas B. Porter
We have a new store in town. Mr H. S. The seniors of Presque Isle will
Rev. H. H. Cosman will preach at have purchased Ford cars.
conn* to Houlton. May 14th, and give
Reed's dry goods and groceries.
the Baptist church Sunday, 2 P. M.;
Mrs. Jenkins wishes to acknowledge
Airs. Annie Wiggin of Fort Fairfield <li»*ir play under the auspicious of II.
Sunday school at 3 P. M.
with thanks, the beautiful bouquets
Mr. Hastings McGown, who has received from the F. B. Sabbath was a recent guest at Alien Boones. H. S. seniors We hope everyone will
Fred Jamison has improved in health support them,
been In the Madigan hospital the past school and the Times Pub. Co., while
j so he is able to walk out on pleasant
In lht> MKho(ii8t church. Miss Tryon
weeks, has returned home.
she was at the Madigan hospital.
Mrs. Ruth Stewart has gone to
Rev. H. H. Cosman of Ludlow days.
will give an illustrated lecture on EngFlorenceville, N. B. to make her home preached at the U. B. church Sunday
Arthur Collins has been ill the past
with hre sister, Mrs. Alice Clark.
V*rs
’ K arranging tor
evening.
Mr. Cosman served this week, caused by stepping on a rust\- Jan<*
Scotch and Iviglish music. The date
church as pastor for 4% years, and nail.
his many friends were glad to hear
Mrs. Judson Burtt is in Centerville, ‘ is Mav in All are cordially invited.
EAST HODGDON
him again.
N. B. caring for her mother who is
AIo m I-i v , April 20th, we had memMrfl- Bster London of Gordonsville.
The loc,al Federation of Farmers
orial services for Otto Wilson.
N. B. la visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ida is doing a good business and farmers very ill.

Subscribers should bear in
mind that all subscriptions are
payable in advance and the pa
per will be discontinued at ex
piration. Notice of such expiraHtn will be sent out the First of
each month .

Pelkey.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Crane were
the guests of Mrs. Gould at Union
Corner, N. B.
Mrs. Herbert London of Hodgdon
was the guest of Mrs. John London
the week-end.
Mrs. Clarence Libbey Is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Edward Henderson
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dickerson of
Houlton were the guests of Mrs. Annie
Lincoln, Sunday.
Miss Elvia Smith of Houlton was
the guest of her brother, Mr. Miles
Smith, the week-end.

are receiving a good price for their
potatoes. The regular Directors meetwill be held on Friday evening, May
7tfc, at the Grange Hall.
At the last regular meeting of Little
ton, it was voted to change the time
of meeting during the summer months
to the 1st and 3rd Tuesday evenings
instead of Saturday. The next meet
ing will be Tuesday evening. May 4.
The U. B. church workers have been
soliciting for the Interchurch World
Movement, but owing to the bad condi
tion of the roads will not complete
the work for several days. Thus far
$335.50 has been received in cash and

I

Aroostook

Employment

Agency

K endall St.
Ships M en to all Parts of M aine— Best of W ages

5 0 0 Men W anted
Farmers H elp a Specialty
J . F. Fitzgerald, Prop.

Now

B r i d g e w a t e r D rug C o.
The

Houlton Trust Co.
Pays interest of 2

per cent on

Daily Balances o f $ 5 0 0 or over
El

Compound Interest of 4 per cent
on Savings Accounts o f a n y
Amount. . ......................................

\

%ok for the
l/\Q,erMark

The W riting Paper with
the Delightful Surface
OMEN o f refinement appreciate the
quality o f Symphony Lawn Writing
Paper—a quality expressed in the remark
ably fine texture o f the paper, the splendid
writing surface, the opportunity for personal
selection permitted by its varied finishes and
delicate tints.

W

Symphony Lawn Writing Paper can be
obtained in packages containing one quire
or one pound. Made in several styles and
rises, to meet every dictate o f good taste.
A bo corrcfpoodtncc cards, with envelopes to

A . Barker Company
O akfield , M aine

W eek o f May 3, 1920
----------------AT T H E -----------------

W EDNE8DAY

BRYA N T W ASH BU RN
in a five reel Paramount Comedy Drama

“Why Smith Left Home”
Taken from the Famous Stage play by George Broadhurst.
A picture worth going miles to see. One reel C H E S T E R
O U T IN G and H E A R 8 T W E E K L Y N E W 8
TH U RSDAY

HE

T

Lighting Plant with

the famous Knight Sleeve

V alve Motor. ^ L a r g e r

capacity, ’better wearing
qualities.

^Investigate

before’buying. CJSend for
If you are interested In the new Spring Styles for men, this is
the Store to see them. All the very best.
Single and double breasted suits— perfect in cut make and fit.
A splendid assortment of new patterns in browns, grays, blues
and fancy mixtures.
Prices Just as low as it is possible to sell high grade, good quali
ty, reliable Suits.

Men’s Suits $30 to $65
Shirts and Neckwear in the new Spring Patterns.

L* S»*Purington

Houlton

descriptive matter.

C H A R LE S RAY
in his latest Paramount Artcraft picture

“Alarm Clock Andy”
You will want to see this popular star in this high d a se
comedy. Set your Alarm Clock Thursday night. M ay Stlu
IN T E R N A T IO N A L W E E K L Y N E W 8 and B U R T O N
H O LM E8 TRAVELOGUE.
F R ID A Y

B ER T LY T ELL
in his latest production

“The Right of Way”
Big six reel Melodrama Family picture.
B e ’r t L y t e l l
haB characterized every type of personage on the screen
and scores another hit in his masterly handling of Charlea
Steel the Snob Lawyer. Educational Reel “ON T H E D E A R
O LD F A R M ” and Cartoon “T H E R E D HO T 8 E A ”
SATU RD A Y

PEGGY HYLAND
in a five reel Fox Drama

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.
Representing Aroostook County
Bridgewater, Maine

“Faith”
One of the keynotes to Health and Wealth is Faith. Faith
is the unseen power that guides our destinies. See what
happened to Jean that brought about that beautiful ending
you will enjoy it when you see it.
M U T T and J E F F in
funny cartoons and Two reel Sennett Comedy “S P E A K
EASY”
— A L W A Y S S O M E T H IN G GOOD A T T H E T E M P L E —

